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Young Men's
Early
Fall Suits
"'
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Extremely new things.
Nobby patterns, brim
full of STYLE, with plenty of QUALITY thrown in.
Tailored just right; made to fit, aud do it. Lots of
patterns-$10 to $30.
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OVERCOATS
Fall and Winter Styles, $10 to $30.
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HATS, FALL STYLES. ~
The new Shapes in Stiff and Soft Hats, Late crea- •
tions in autum headwear. The best colors for Fall and ~
Winter are, Black, Brown, Pearl and Belly, $2 to $5.00
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MEN'S SUITS TO ORDER
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G. A. Northcott & Co. •
•IS. W. Cor. 3d Ave. & 9th St. HUNTINGTON, W. VA. II!
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THE PARTHENON.
VOL. IV.

,JULY- AUGUST, 1905
Pusueean BY

The Parthenon Publishing Company
BUNTINOTON. W . VA.

I,. J. CORBI,Y,
I,. M. HACKNEY,

EDITOR
8 USINBS8 MANAGER

Jt;ntered as aecond cla"8 matter at the postoflice
at Huntington, w . Va.
Su bacri ption,

Fifty Cents

All may be well that ends well, but
there's nothing like a good beginning
kept up to the end.
Unless our Judgment Is at fault
County Superintendent Johnson of
Fayette County ls one of the most
pleasant, dignified, efficient, and capable school officers In West Virginia.
He has put blmirelf In uncommonly
close touob with both his teachers
and hie boards of education, has carefully studied the needs and available
resources of the county, and bas
shown himself a thoroughly up-todate supe rintendent.
Sincerely do
we congratulate Fayette on electing
eo efficient an officer and 80 capable
a man to the head of her system of
1chool1.
Among the other county superlnrendente w!bom It Is our ,pleasure to
know though not 80 we ll as Mr. John10n, are Mr. Burn, of Greenbrier, Mr.
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Hoylman of Monroe, Mr. Lock of
Pleasants, Mr. Talkington of Tyler,
Mr. Hatfield of Cabell, Mr. Hager of
Boone, Mr. Morris of Clay, Mr. Coope r of Jac kson, Mr. Eplln of Kanawha,
Mr. Holstein of Lincoln, Mr. Green of
Mason, Mr. Ellie of Mingo, Mr. Cook
of McDowell, Mr. Grimes of Pocahontas, Mr. Fish of Putnam, Mr. Thompson of Raleigh, Mr. Hayhurst of Ritchie, Mr. LIIJy of Summers, Mr. Chancey of Roane, Mr. Sansom of Wayne
and Mr. Cook of Wyoming. Among
these we have no Invidious distinctions to draw for they all seem to be
thoroughly In earnest about tlhelr
work, alive to th-e educational Inter•
ests of their respective counties, and
doing all they can to support Stats
Superintendent Miller In his compalgn
for bette r teachers, better 1chool1,
and better salaries. . . . . . . . ...
The c hange for the better In some
of our county Institutes amounts almost to a transformation, particularly In point of attendance on the full
iresslons and attention.
The article In one of the leading
American magazines by the French
specialists who ld-entlfl.ed the body of
John Paul Jones In an old Parle came tery was one of unusual Interest to
the layman as well as to the 1peclal1st. It Is well worth the w,blle of every teach'llr and student to read It.
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It ls estimated that there are buildlngs to the amount of one and onehalf mllllon dollar• now going up In
Huntington. It Is doubtful If any
other city of the same size In America Is doing more In the building line.

Quite popular and quite sensible Is
the custom now being adopted by many
patron.a of Marshall College of a mother or older sister or an entire famlly moving to the city to educate the
children. In most Instances it Is the
mother with most of, or all, the
children, who rent a suite of rooms,
sometimes a whole house, and do
light housekeeping. Four of the Larew family of Monroe county, three
young ladles and one young gentleman keep their own suite of rooms,
do the ir own cooking, and all attend
Marshall. Mrs. Henson of Kanawha
county was here last year with live
chlldren, Mrs. Stolllngs of Boone
county was here with one daughter, a
grand daughter, and two lady friends,
Mrs. Clark and Mrs. McNeer of Monroe county are here with seven to
stay till all graduate, Mrs. Tomkles
of Summers county ls here with n-early all her famlly to graduate them,
Mrs. Dr. A. S. Grimm of St. Mary's
Pleasants county, ls h-ere with all her
ohlldren, three young men and one
young lady, Mrs. Palestine Wilson of
Spencer la here, the Mlsses Allen of
Sistersville are 'he re, and many others
ate making arrangements to come.
Huntington Is destined to be the
greatest school city in the state.
If mothers or older slaters from every section of the state would but
catch the progre11&lve spirit of the lad•
lea referred to above, the cost of edu•
cation to many a youth would be
greatly reduced and very many more

worthy young people would receive
a thlgher education.
The son of A. J. Wilkinson, the
popular and well known repreeent&ti ve of the American Book Co., wlll
be among the Marshall boys the coming year. Young Mr. Wilkinson le a
sturdy youth, a hard worker, and will
make a good student. The base ball
team had better sound his athletic inclinations for he le said to be a line
base ball player.
Salaries will go up In practically
direct proportion as the better preparation of the teacher and the agitation of the salary question by new••
papers are emphasized.
It Is Impossible to pay a poor teacher too small a salary and well nigh
lmposslble to pay a thoroughly good
teacher too large a salary.
How hold your position and get
your salary raised? Do two thing•:
Firs t, make yourself Indispensable to
the school and then keep reminding
Influential men that you want more
salary.
If President Roosevelt has made
mistakes-and all men do,-perhaps
his most serious one le his tendency
to cover up the faults of personal
fr.fends and to punish too 11eyerely
the faults of his enemle11. But 11omehow there ls such a ruggedne1111 about
his style of going after graft, th9tt,
and other forms of public crime that
one can well nigh forgive him If he
Is a little over-Indulgent to hie friend•
who blunder.

Ju11t where the limits of lndulgenc-e
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of a real friend's mistake are, just
bow many and what kind to try to
cover up, Is a question difficult alike
In politics and - In ethics.
The truth is, that real friendship,
one of the rarest things In the world,
has never been estimated. No one
bas been able to assess It at Its real
value. Ce~tally It does, and perhaps
should, "hide a multitude of sins,' In
the friend. Who Is there so cold he
can not forgive a true friend almost
any offense. True, In public life and
In the discharge of public duty, to
forgive and to cover up or Ignore are
two distinct things.
It can scarcely be questioned that
the late John Hay was one of the most
gifted diplomats of the age, If not of
the 20th century. He combined more
diplomatic qualltles than most diplomata of any age: Fine training, unusual Intellectual keenness, rare scholarship
exceptional refinement and
culture, fearlessness, directness,( Ingenuousness, a master among practical psychologists, a close student of
men and of world movements earnest,
honest; these made the man heard
wherever and whenever he spoke or
wrote. This made John Hay a statesman of the higher order, a man large
enougib In the world mind to be known
In history simply as "John Hay" the
fln,at evldenC'8 of greatness as the
world reckons It.

8

three classes per day and pay her
way at school till she graduates. True
it takes a good stenographec, but we
find scores of them only too glad to
give up the work as a Uvellhood and
seize an opportunity to educate themselves.
Mis•s Maud Lewis of Mason county
Is the first to Ire appointed.
It has been the policy of tibe school
for several years to turn all work
possible over to students, and now
we have made arrangements to tum
over on-e more excellent opportunity
for young persons to educate themaelves.
When Miss Lewis graduates, another wlll take her place as stenographer In the prlnclpal's offiC'8, and so on.
If any one discover a kind of on&sldedness In the style of our English
or subject matter In this Issue be wlll
please remember that our "manager"
-the good wife-ls away from -h ome
and we are "batching." .

Is there any person or anything
quite so bad, quite so mean, qute so
dangerous as th-e llar? The thief i•
not nearly so dangerous a man, nor i•
the moral leper, the vote buyer or the
murderer, even. There Is law to limit
the number of these by Intimidation,
by punishment, or by social Isolation;
but the liar goes scot free and plies
,h is Infernal trade even on the wltne11
stand-and this last place Is about
Hereafter the position of stenogra- the only place he -exercises much care
pher In the office of the principal of about his lying.
Marshall college wlll be fllled by some
If a man wlll steal he ht soon
one who wishes to use that as a
means of educating himself or her- "spotted" and avoided If not penned
self. This wlll give the one wlho ftlla up. If he practice his immoral Indulthe position time to carry two or gences most good people of the creat
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middle class, the majority of the lowFOR PARENTS ONLY.
er classes,-lndeed nearly all classes
except his own and the "400" ostraThere are a fuw things that the
cize him. If he kill he usually has a
most
careful of parents are likely to
very brief career. But no matter how
notorious u a liar there are always overlook when considering the course
to pursue with reference to a chlld.
many to believe him.
Among these things may b-e named
the following:
Deliver us from the lying chlld for
Many are liable to reason thus: If
there Is Uttle hope for it. It ls a disauch men as Abraham Lincoln and a
ease dangerous., deadly because confew other noted examples In history
genital and Incurable in Its nature and
got along and achieved success withpoisonous beyond estimate in effects.
out an education, why can't my boy?
Answer: For two reasans: (1)
The "lie" shoukl. be held up to
There are only a few such bralna In
youth as one thing awful, criminal,
aJJ history as Lincoln's, and your boy
venomous, t!IJ the lite blood of evis hardly one of them or anything like
ery human being from tbe earliest
them. Besides, powerful brain that
stage of pre-natal existence UJJ death,
Mr. Lincoln had, he never saw a day
as a result of centuries of training
on which he did not deeply regret
would carry the very seeds of hatred
and keenly feel the lack of skill, culand abomination tor this terrible soture, readiness, and command of one's
cial evil.
own powers that come only with a
good education. (2). The demand
What ls a lie, some one may ask.
made upon men and women of this
Not simply a word falsely spoken or
generation for being educated is vastwritten; any thing that lntentlonalJy
ly different from what It was In Lindeceives le a lie In some one of Its
coln's day, vastly Increased, and must
forms; and every wlltul mivlaUon
be met.
from the trutJh le a lie. Truly theni
Do I owe it to my son and my
are many stages of It, and each bas
daughter
to see that they are educatIts proportionate amount of evil, of
ed?
moral poison.
Anawer: You do beyond question.
There ls no prevention from the No matter what your clrcumstancs
habit eave alon9 by parents to hate, were when you were young, and no
to dlsplse, to abominate a lie. Truth matter what they are now; you owe
111 a Jewe•. the price of which has It to every chlld you have to equip
never been fixed, can never be fixed. him or her mentally In th'8 very best
It ls th'8 thrice reinforced armor of possible manner and to the greatest
any youth as he enters active lite, the possible extent. If he were starting
armor that will withstand every ar- on a dangerous journey you would
row's point, the only armor that can not only tel1 him of the dangers and
fortify manhood against ALL assaults where to expect them but you would,
from whatever aource.
as a good parent, provide him with
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necessary weapons or other means financially able you will have done

ot defen11e. That Is just what an ed- your duty.
ucatlon means In the busy, hurry,

• barply competing world today.
But 11uppose I am not financially able to educate my children.
Anawer: A good suggestion. U
you are worth millions you should
teach your children to rely upon them• elves as far as possible from the
time they know anything; and when
the time comes to send them away
to school you should furnish them
with only what Is necessary, and In• lst that they earn a part ot that durIng vacation. It ls the surplus allowance of money that ruins a boy's
college career. It Is the boys who
have just enough money to get through
college who use it wisely and make
most of it and of themselves. A little
less than enough Is better than $6.00
per month more than necessary. But
1t your boy Is made of good stuff It
Is not the money he n eeds It Is encouragement to go to college and
equip himself for life. The greatest
duty of a parent Is not to furnish the
means but to furnish the desire. Implant In every child a strong desire, a
determination to educate himself. The
desire once firmly fixed In a boy
worth educating, the way will be
found, somehow. The parent le almost entirely responsible for the desire and ambitions of a child. Some
habits, true, and some Inclinations,
characteristics, etc., are born from
further back than the parent; but
even these are more or less capable
of r emoulding by the parent If taken
In time. Create In your child desires
for self-Improvement, for education
culture, refinement, and mental equipment generally, and If you are not

How shall I do this?
Answer: There are many ways. Put
before them In the form ot storle11,
when they are young, the leading lncldents of the lives ot our great men
and women. Explain to them what
scholarship bas done and Is doing tor
the world, and what the world would
be without the work ot Its great scholars. Later put Into their bands blographles of great and good men and
women of history, and later good hl1torles and good literature.
But what do you mean by enouch
ot money, or the amount necessary,
when referring to the amount to turnlsh a boy or a girl at school?
Answer: Ascertain from the prlnclpal or president what the acutally
necessary expenses are per month,
and then add a small amount per
month to this as pin money, one or
two dollars per month, (one ls better than two, and we are not sure
but 60c Is better than either). Beware of high priced schools. They
not only are disposed to give young
people extravagant habits In the use
of money and extravagant Ideas of
life and living In general, but they
usually open the door to more than
one form of dissipation. If we were
wealthy and were sending children
to school certainly we should choose
the school whe re economy tn all
things Is practice d, because _this alone
is one of the most Important
IP.ssons youth can learn, and the
school that does not teach economy
by practice as we ll aa by theory 11
not the place for young men and women, no matter what their parent,
are worth.
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Many men talk nowadays, as though
the purpose of an education is purely
a "bread and butter" problem. They
Insist that no other conception of
education ls "practical." Ah, what a
misunderstood word, what an abuS'ed
word "practical" has become.
If the sole purpose of man ls to be
an animal, that ls, to eat, to enjoy
himself physically, reproduce hie speclee, and then die, perhaps this "bread
and butter" theory of education is
correct. If we are to ignore the idea
of God, and Heaven, and the golden
rule, perhaps this theory w111 do; but
a strange one It ls that looks prlmarUy to the feeding and reproducing of
human be ings, If one has any beliefs
about the future life, if one regards
with credence the statement that "man
shall not live by bread alone," etc.
Even If a man le disposed to Ignore
all theories of God and of Heaven ,
even then should there not be a broader and better view of life than the
"bread and butter" one ? With most
men, especially within recent years
when the commercial craze has seized
our people as never before, for anything to be practical it must have for
Its chief purpose the making of money, the earning of bread and butter.
Suppose all men, from this year of
1905, would take this view of life,
what would result? Let's see: To
begin with men and women of ability
and strength and success in the teachIng profession would all resign and
go Into so'methlng that pays better .
All strong men and women e ngaged
In charitable work would quit their
labors there and go Into some money
-making business. All good strong
ministers would change their profession at once. All men who belive

there Is nothing more in the word
practical as applied to education than
the ''bread and butter" or "moneyearning" theory would with.draw their
chllden from all the schools of the
land above those that teach the three
R's and would send them to buslne11s
colleges, manual training schools, etc.
The study of the languages would be
dropped and each nation would not
..>nly become absolutely isolated from
every other one not speak.lng lt11 language but each one would ignore the
deeper study of its own tongue, grammars would cease to exist because
g rammar authors would be In some
other business and language would
quickly degenerate to the barbarous
state. All literature would ceaS'8 to
be valuable because the next generatlon would have no translators from
one language to another and none to
write Its own literature and history.
All commerce between nations speaking diffe rent languages would cease
because they c ould not unde rstand
each othe r. All art would cease, for
art has ne ver paid as a business ; all
artists, or practically all, have lived
lives of self denial and most of them
lives of pove r ty, hence the one thing
that saves men from degenerating to
the savage state, art In Its various
forms , would pass away because 1t
does not " make money." The great
plodders in science who have lived
lives of self-denial and penury work·
Ing out the world's great Inventions
and discoveries would change their
work because It does not pay (for
who does not know that others have
reaped practically all the returns from
the brain labor of our greatest scientlsts, artists, Inventors, and dlscove rers ?) , and the scientific world would
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come to a standstill, for tb.ese great
men are not the money getters and
bread wi nners o( the world. And so
OD through the entire lis t. Study for
11tudy's sake, (or honor's sake, for
man's sake, for the world's sake,
would cease and all men would besin to live for earning money. All
labor, and study, and self-sacrifice for
the sake of our fellow men, for the
culture there le In it, for the mental
and moral strength there Is in It, all
living for others and for future generations would cease and man would
quickly become savage, soon become
brute, tor in the final analysis, t he
purpose o( lite, no matter what one's
Ideas o( God and Heaven and the F uture may be, Is not to earn money and
win bread,-these are secondary only,-but to make o( one's self everything possible, the beet possible, to
train mind to Its utmost limit, to ennoble one"s i:eU by developing that
,Hlf mentally, morally, phyalcally In
perfect symmetr:· and harmony for its
own sake and for the sake of all others. This Is the purpose of life and
education Is life's only safeguard;
money earning beyond the necessltlea for meeting these r equirementsthe requireme nts o( one's full development and one's protection In age, Is
unnatural, narrow, and a dangerous
and demoralizing business unless Its
purpose ls to further the higher development of the race by donating it
to noble uses.
The more well educated men and
women a nation can produce, and the
higher the education of all persons Is
carried, the better equipped will that
nation be, the more nearly self government will be attained, the more dlgnlfted and noble will all labor be-

come (for then educated and refined and cultured men and women
will be willing to do any kind of oonest and honorable work). the higher
In the human scale will all men rise,
the bette r will all men be, as well
as the happier, because they approx!mate more uearly to the tull-grown,
the perfect man.
That education alone Is "practical"
which looks to the full-development
of all the powers of the human mind
and the human body In perfect symmetry and harmony.
And the parent who does not encourage and assist as far as possible
tboire whom he has brought Into the
world to the attainment of this development of his child has denied lt lta
!irst and chief Inhe ritance both as a
human being and as a citizen of the
world, and he himself, his child, and
the world will suffer and regret accordingly.
WHERE?

For Young People Only.

A young man or young woman wUI
perhaps n e ver be called upon to decide a question of more serloua import than this one: "Where shall I
go to school." Of course the flrat
years at school,-the boy and girl
school days- are spent In the home
public school as a rule, but when the
study of more advanced subjects ls to
be begun, where shall that be done.
Here , my young friend, exactly here
Is the parting of the ways to the vast
majority of youth. Your declslon will
llkely decide, more than any other decision you will ever be called upon to

!!
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make, whal success is to be yours
It is exacLly so, tixcept in a greater
1n lite.
degree, with mind. It must have
Where? So important is this word c hange of food.
But what ls mental food? Ah. A
when about to go away from home to
school that the How to Decide where question whose answer thousands of
would bette r be examined carefully persosn should know who do not realbefore deciding,
ize Its importance. It ls well known
Shakespeare understood man and that a change from one farm to anohuman nature as no other man since ther, from one home to another, from
Jesus Christ and certainly knew what one city to anothe r, from one air to
he was writing w,hen he said "Home- another, from one people to another,
keeping youth have ever homely from one county to another often re•
wits"; or, to paraphrase it, "Youth. lie vs s uffering, restores health, saves
human life. This ls a change of men•
wqo grow up and are educated at
tai or mind food as well as bodily
home will always be at a disadvantfood.
age with those wro go out trom ho~e
Mental food, my young friend, 111
to school."
everything you see, hear, and feel,
The r easons are clear enough:
and In part everythln& you smell and
l.
Youth, as it begins to pass taste. You have never seen a beaut!•
t,rom that age to manhood and woman- ful th ing that did not add to the beauhood, needs mental tood as well as ty of your life and caharacter, and
physical tood, and It needs changes in you have never seen a vile thing t.bat
mental food as well as In l}hyslcal did not detract from the beauty ot
food. Lite Itself Is a constant series your character.
You have never
ot changes. Indeed "change" Is In• heard a beautiful sound, word, thought
dispensable to lite. Some writers go that did not add to the beauty and
so far as to say that life la change. betterment of your life and character
To illustrate: Try standing, or sit· and you never beard a harsh sound,
ting In the same pos ture, without or word, or thoug,h t, or a vile one,
moving a muscle, for an Indefini te tha t did not jar upon, injure, or pol11time and note what occurs. Try look· on your llfe. You ,have never had . a
Ing at the same point tor an Indefinite good and kindly feeling that did not
time and see the result. Try listen- ennoble you, nor a bitter feeling that
ing to the same word's being repeated did not degrade you In some way.
for an indefinite time and note the
A great writer has said, "I am a
effect. Try listening to music which part of all I have met.' How full ot
does not change tones, or a re ader meaning. Our mental food is being
or speaker who keeps on the same absorbed by us e ve ry moment of life
tone all the time. Try eating the when we are awake. Then how awsame food for every meal and drink- fully Important that we be care ful of
lug the same liquid and see how quick what we have a round us. How exly man would degen erate to the level tremely Important that we have the
of the animal, and even the appetite of very best teachers, associates, frlen!ls,
the higher animals demands change bow Important that what we have
because Jtfe must have change.
about us to absorb be changed with

College B11il<li n;:s, View from South' East Corner of College Campus

College Buildings, 8rd Avenue Front, 318 Feet in Length.

This View Does Not Include the New Building
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each day and that we meet all good
things posible.
2. As we start well In our 'teens
we begin to need new environments,
new Ideas, new eights, ne w people,
new feeling, many, many new things
and good things. The human mind
clamors tor It, starves If It does not
get It. In part we get this-only In
part, however, from books, magazines
ate.

But the best, the most lasting, the
most character-forming things we find
In life Is the human being, the personallty of· our fellow men. There le
vastly more In who your parent• are
than· what they have. By ''who" In
this aense we mean, what their life Is
and has been, what they know, what
they feel, what they think. It Is so
with your fri ends, your associates,
and especially so with your teachers.
He or she who remains In ,h is native
county or community or town for his
higher education gets very little that
Is new unless the school be one that
Includes In Its student body young
men and women from many counties,
and from othe r states, and Includes
among Its teachers men and women
reared In a different part of the state
or country from yourself. Unless you
have these you get little change of
mental food and find your growth slow
and not broad and complete.
"Gettlng out from home" people, from
home surroundings, from the narrow
limits of your own county means
change In every way. It may not always be better, but It Is new, It Is
change, and the mind, If It grow and
develop well, muat have change. It
Is for this reason that travel le one
ftne means of education. It takes
both college and travel to make of
~man or woman the best of whtob he

'

or she Is capable , to bring them to
full wrowth. Ii young persons are to
grow and not make their educaUon
"lop.sided" (one-sided, Imperfect, incomplete) they muat get away from
old associations.
Thie getting out
with new people when one goea to
school combines study and travel, for
Lhe people one meets in travel are the
c llle! source of education In travel.
3. But where shall I go? Before
deciding this several questions are to
be decided :
(1) Whe re wlll I find a large varlety or persons, persons coming from
many sections.
(2) Where wm I find a school that
wants rne for what I am worth to It
as a young lady or young gentleman
instead of wa nting me tor the money
l ruay put Into Its coffers.
(3) Where Is a school that will
make the most of me, not of my money, that Is not edpendent upon my
money, that Is not after my money,
a school that lives for some thing elae
than to pay the salaries of teachen
whose salaries come out of my fees.
(4) Where Is a school that wm
give me variety In teaching force,
scholarly men and women to teach me,
men and women who have gone out
from the ir · homes and spent money on
themselves to prepare thoroughly for
the ir work, men and women of characte r, of strength, of sympathy with
me and my ambition s, who can enter
Into my life and hopes for my betterment In every way.
(6) Where Is a school with a good
library, good apparatus.. good buildlngs, g.:>od equipments, up to date In
e very way.
(6) Where Is a school that belteves
In good, solid work and does not care
for stud€nts simply for numbera or
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tneir 1uoney, regardless of their work•
lllg qualities.
l7) Where is a school that otte rs
good a.dvantages and will ,u1::lp its
stuctents when they are througn. One
t.bat doe• help th·e m and has lufluence
to help them. One that ls progre11sive,
growing, keeping aore&l!t wltn educa•
tional progress.
4. Do not go to a particular school
on tb.e advice ot one who is p11ijudi·
ced. Take the advice or those who
know, and wlJl not misrepresent.
Do not go to a school simply be·
cause that school agrees with your
peculiar church or political views ((or
unfortunately some schools teach poll·
tics); that Is perhaps the reason you
should not go, tor your need to see
things and persons and principles
through new ~lasses.
Do not go to a sobool because they
need you, unless you need that particular school. You are not going to
school tor the school's sake but for
7our own; but when you go you
should do every thing possible to
make that school better, tor by so doIng you will enjoy It more and will
get more gOOd out or It.
6. Examine the catalogue critically
and find out, It you can, whether It
overstates things.
6. Find out what the school Is doIng tor Its graduates.
7. Go to a school whose moral and
Christian tone Is good, whose dl11clpllne Is modern, whose government
le good and as near se lf-government
as possible.
8. Above all else look out for the
teaching force of the school, for the
teacher makes the school more than
any other one thing. As stated above,
be sure the teachers are sympathetlc, progressive, well e ducated, have

been out from home, have completed
good college courses, have traveled,
are up-to-date, and are clean morally
and capable intellectually.
Look well to the healthtulneBB ot
the place; the beauty of the place
should be considered also, tor no
school can succeed as It oup1t It tt
omits the element ot beauty.
9. Look well to expenses too. True
some cheap schools are dear at any
price and some dear schools are cheap
no matter It they are expensive.
10. Do not forget,-and this Is ot
the very greatest Importance-that the
school should lbave social advantages.
One's social culture Is becoming more
Indispensable every year. Avoid the
fashion school but •ee to it well that
you go where some attention Is paid
to the social side of education. Hence
go to a town or city or some size.
Summing all up: Where shall I go
to school? Answer: Where you will
meet many strangers. Where they
want you for your worth and not tor
your money. Where they believe In
good, hard work. Where music re·
celves careful attention. Where the
social side of education is not neglec•
ted. Where the teachers are well prepared for their work.
Where the
moral and Christian tone are empha•
sized. Where the school can help
you when you n eed Its help., In the
way ot lnflu-ence toward securing a
position. Where the students are loy•
al. Where the buildings are up-todate, well equipped, well furnished,
and where the re Is good apparatus
and a good library-one of the moat
Important things to be considered
when choosing a school.
Where
there Is life, athletics, lecture courses, good government, clo11e dlaclpllne,
sympathy, loyalty.
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where thel'e ia narmony; beware who have first .graduated here and

er, the school where there ls bickering then taken some additional work else•
ud jealously and dlssentlon In the where. We prefer those who have
f&Culty; , it the teachers can't agree
111,ere la poor show tor the students.
Wllere t!J.ere ls enthusiasm, a spirit
0, work, and a dlJJposltlon to weed out
the worthless and the bad. Where
tou can get most and best mental

lc>Od,
All other things being equal always
to a large town or city tor the
IAke of the culture that comes from
advantages outside the school.
Above all things, do not tall to 1et
Gilt to achool where you can meet
uw people from many countlea and
from ot.ber states, !or "Home-keeping
7011th have ever homely wits;"
oll&Dge of people, new persons, new
WDsa and pi'lmty of them, mean
abuadance of mental food and that is
the chief thing In education.
There are today hundreds of fine
JOUJIC men and women In this state
wllo would be an ornament to society,
ad promising factors In publlc life,
wbo could command twice or thrice
ti. salary they are getting it onl1
tlley would come out from narrow en'Ylronments and make themselvea
Jmown. We have found them In evffy part of this state and there are
ten times aa many yet unfound, slm•
pq because they have not learned that
more than half of success dependa on
setting out from among old acqualntucea, forming new ones, and especially the acquaintances of those who can
recommend them to good posltlons.
Jf you are not known It Is your own
fault. The state schools are constantly on the lookout for good strong
young men and women. Positions In
Marshall College will hereafter be
alied as largely as poSBlble from thoee
So

graduated In our own school provided
they go on and enlarge their fund of
culture and knowledge.
Scores of promising young men and
women arii today drawing good salaries, from $450 to $1200 per year,
whom we found in traveling over this
state and induced them to get out to
a good school. We do not emphasize
this school as against any other as
good; our point In writing this article
Is to encourage young people to get
out among strangers, get acquainted,
educate yourselves, for you cannot
rise to your best advantages tlll you
know men In public life and they
know you, and you cannot reach your
full development till you have gotten
out among new things and new people.
I! you are not willing to make sac•
rlflces, to spend your bard-earned
money on your own Improvement, the
public will not Invest much in you.
It wants men and women who are
willing to get out from home and Invest something In their self-Improvement.
The public estimates you very largely by what you estimate yourself at
as shown by what you have Invested
In yourself.
GO SLOWLY,

There Is a tendency among othera ·
than teachers to rush into profess•
ions without thorough preparation.
This mistake was always serious, especially to those on whom or tor
whom the practitioners dealt; but
the time la here when it 11 equall1
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serious for the practitioners, for "preparatlon" ls the demand of the public
and sorry ls the case of him to be
who refuses to heed this demand.
Not unfrequently a young man drops
out of the normal schools before his
academic course ls complete to enter
upon the study of medicine, law, dentlstry, pharmacy, engineering, etc.,
etc., because, unfortunately, tbere are
professional schools of auch low class
here and there that simply want students no matter what their preparation. Every young man who thus
drops out before his preparatory
work ls complete-mark the state•
ment-wlll regret all the rest of his
life his Imperfect preparation:
Others better prepared to enter
these professions will go to the better schools and soon the Inquiry wlll
come from the public "wJiat preparation did you have before entering upon your profession, and where did
you take your professional training.
Result? Plainly this: The thoroughly
prepared young man will be In demand In lucrative places; the "dropper out" wm take the small place If
any at all.
Teachers complain of salaries and
salaries are low. There Is one remedy. Prepare yourself for the good positions and ]eave the poor salaried
ones. Salaries for poorly prepared
people will alwaya be low, necessarily
so. There are good positions for
those who get ready to fill them and
keep ready.
Scores of young people are dropping out to enter business colle~s.
One month ago we wanted a stenographer. We tried many. We found
none, not one that could write a dec-ent letter, punctuate or paragraph It
half decently, or spell nlne-tenthe of

the simple words correctly. We went
to a distant town to get a stenographer.
"Preparation" Is the watchword to
positions that pay. Without It, they
go to others. Preparation not simply
In the particular thing at hand, but
thorough preparation ln the found&·
tlon studies.
Go slowly about entering upon the
practice of any profession, trade, or
business. Master the underlying subjects If you would become a master
in your profesalon. There ls no other
road to mastery of any line of work
than the road of thorough preparation
in the subjects upon which your special atudy Is found ed.
ONE COUNTY SUPILRINTENDENT
IN FAVOR OF PROGRESS.

Editor The Parthenon,
Marshall College:
Replying to your request would aay:
The educational awakening as b-egun in West Virgin.la, caused directly
or Indirectly by some lawa recently
passed by the Leglalature, together
with the educational campaigning conducted by Mr. MIiier, la bearing fruit.
Heretofore wages have been so low
that the best and most efficient teachers have been compelled from mon•
tary reasons to quit the profeaalon and
seek some other means of employment. Now wages are on the lncreaae
and teachers on the decrease-so
called teachers.
Instead of the squeezing out proceaa
the Department has Instituted the
weeding out process, which le more
conducive to the health and of the
profession and the longevity of the
Individual teacher.
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ONE LESS-ONE MORE.

witb more seriousness the responsl•
MUUea of the profession. They look
ao longer with contempt upon a first
p-ade certificate ; many are pleased to
11t a third grade. And why not since
tbeJ can get more for teaching on a
tblrd grade certificate now than they
eoald a few years ago en a first grade.
Already the wages have increased (In
C.bell Co.) 16 per cent. with prospects
al 101Dethlng better -In the near future.
ftere were 8Z applicants at our first
aamlnatlon, held at Guyandotte In
lla1 of this year. Out of this number tbere were three first grade cert!·
fklatea issued as follows:
MIBB Baille Humphrles,OrangeCave,
W. Va., Wm. McQueen, Millet, W.
Va., Jae. A. LIily, Camp Creek, W. Va.
neltber of whom was from this
county, the remainder following with
It twos, 23 threes and 27 failures.

Since the adjournment of school In
June, one more of the 231 young ladles
that make up Marshall's alumnae,
Miss Maud Vinson of this city, claBB
of 1892, has passed to the "great unknown."
After months of patient
hope on the part of the sick and the
friends who watched at her bedside
this s weet, loving, and exceptionally
noble spirit succumbed to a persistent
and very severe attack of typhoid tever, leaving our fine list of Marshall
graduates poorer In more ways than
In numbers. Proper notice of this
sad death will be duly recorded in
our next annual catalogue, but we add
here this brief notice and extend to
the bereaved friends our very sincere
sympathy.

MIN Katharine Staats, of HuntingLATER NEWS.
ton was the only one to receive a fl.rat
ande certificate from the second examination held at Barboursville ln
It develops that Miss Potts Is not
JlllJ, from an enrollment of 36 appll· our only "much elected" alumna or
caate. The remainder consisted or alumnus. Miss Lenore Gosling was
~ twoa, 8 threes and 14 failures.
elected at three places and finally
accepted a place In the Fayetteville
Yours very truly,
schools (her home) at $60 per month,
IRA F. HATFIELD,
9 mos., and I. F. Stewart "turned
down" two good positions for the WilCo. Supt. Cabell.
liamstown, W . Va., high schools prln·
P. B.-It wlll be noted above that clpalshlp at $90 per mo.
tile four students who made No. 1
tradea are all Marshall College stuHarry Humphreys, class of '04 goes
dat11. Baille Humphreys of Greenbrter county ls a member of the sen- to the head of the Alderson public
ior. class for 1906, Katharine Staats schools.
araduated In the 1904 class, Mr. McQaeen of Raleigh county' and Mr.
Nellie Lindsey, class of '97, and AbLUI:, were here during the past year. bie McGinnis, '02, go to the Guran·
-(Editor).
dotte schools.

H
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Emma Childers, '95, Jennie Baker, people In touch with good positions
'99, and Nelle Senseney, '02, go to the In every part of the state. A numCentral City schools.
ber of high school graduates from different cities haTii written us and come
to see us about positions, but we feel
Emma Potts, Leola Marrs, Nancy that our duty ls first to our own gradAdkins, Mary Myers, Dorothy Porter, uates for two reasons:
Marlon Wyatt, Julia Wilcoxen, Clara
1. Because they have had training
Eisenman, Blanche Enslow, NelUe for their work.
Osgood, Sallie Peyton, Alice Freeman,
2. Because they are our own gradBessie Foley, LIiian Isbell, Jennie
uates, who have gotten out from home
Emerick, Emma McCllntock, Nora
In most Instances and bani gained In
Brady, Dora Scarff, Ernie W~lls, and
culture and in breadth of view, which
Fannie Wysor, all Marshall graduates,
always comes with mingling with
are In the Huntington schools. Two
strangers.
of them are ward principals and two
are In the high school. Clara Myers,
'02, Is assistant librarian In the CarWhen will our own students cea10
negie Library of Huntington.
to use that very, extremely, unpleuant phrase, "your school,' when writIng us. If, after a young man or
H. C. Warth, 1900, and Alice Gotshall, 1899, both took their A. B. de- young woman has spent one or more
grees from Oberlin University, Ohio, terms here, In this, a state school, he
In June. Mr. Warth will now take or she does not feel loyal enough to
refer to It as "our school" Instead of
law In an eastern school.
"Your school" we can not but feel
that he or she has not yet broken evWhJ19 recording the weddings by en even the ice of sympathy and acwhich our alumnae are losing their quaintance. Besides: To whom does
names and adopting others, we over- Marshall College belong if not to the
looked (because not Informed of It) young people of West Virginia. Our
one very close home. Some time In Interest In It Is the same as thBlre.
June Miss Innis Cocke b'8came Mrs. "Ours" should always be the pronoun
Thomas Davis of this city.
used and not "yours,'' when referrlns
to Marshall. We should prefer that
you say "my school" rather than "your
Each year the advantages of grad- school." Let's have no niore of thl•
uating at Marshall, from a purely ft- distant pronoun In this connection.

nanclal point of view, become more
decided. To graduate from a high
school or local school of any kind
Miss Ella Turner, model teaclfflr at
acquaints the graduate· w,lth a very Marshall, session of 1903-'04, won the
narrow circle of opportunities; while English Prize at the Unlnirslty, l&at
to graduate at Marshall puts young June.

Iii
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Advancecl Courses of Study Provided For at
Marshall College

TEACHERS REVIEW COURSE OF STUDY.

SUBJECTS.

TEXT BOOKS USED.

TIME SPENT.

Arllhmetlc, Wrllten • .... Any Good Book ........................ 3
Arithmetic, Mental • .... Brooks ... . .... ..... ..... .... ........... 3
Bookkeeping ............. New text to be chosen ................... 3
Civil Government • ...... Willoughby ....... ..................... 3
Geography, Political • ... Any Good Book ........................ 3
Geography, Physical • ... Davie ..................•............... 3
Patrtck'e Lessone, or
}
Grammar • . . . . . . . . . . { Reed & Kellogg's Higher
............ 3
Lessons
History, United States •.Any Good Book ........ •......... ... ... 3
History, General • ....... Any Good Book ... . . . .. ... . ............ 3
Literature . . . . ........... Outlines Prepared tor this .. .......... .... 3
Map Drawing • .......... No Text Required ............. . .... ... a
Orthography • .......... ,Text Prepared by the Principal ... .... .. . 3
Penmanship • ............ Slanting Hand .................... . .... 3
Physiology .............. Overton ................................ 3
Theory & Art of Teach'g .. W hite, ................................... 3

month•
months
months
month•
months
months
month•
month•
months
months
months
months
months
months
month•

NOTE :-1. Any one completing one or all the above studies will get
credit for same on hie or her Normal or Academic course should he
or she decide to graduate.
2. Orthography Includes Word Analysis, Diacritical Marks. Synonyms,
Antonyms, Homonyms. a nd the Pronunciation and Spelllng of five
thouund very carefully selected words.
3. Those taking the Teachere Review course are permitted, Indeed e:1:pccted, to go Into the Model Department as often as they can and
take notice of how the eubJects In the Review course are taught to
the children, thus getting the ben<'flt of lhe Practice Work to that
e:1:tent.
4. All person s who wish to take only a part of the above counie may
take one or more studies In any of the other courses without a.ddltlonal fees.
6. See explanations of asterisks under Normal Course of Study, page IT,
6. Nearly all the work of the above course can be bll.d In any term, but

to best advantage during the Spring term,
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TEACHERS PREPARATORY COURSE OF STUDY.

FALL TERM.

WINTER TERM.

SPRING TERM.

Upper Grammar Grade.
Arithmetic 1 •
Geography 1 •
Grammar 1 •
U. S. History 1 •

Arit hmetic 2 •
Geography 2 •
Grammar 2 •
U . S. History 2 •

Arithmetic a •
Phyeloloey
Oral'I\Jil8.r S •

Bookkeeptns

':i~-~

P'lrat Year.
Arlth. (Mental) •
General History •
Oram. (Advanced) 4 ·
Physical Geography •

Algebra 1 •
Greek History •
Gram. (Advanced) 6 •
Civil Govt. •
Second

1i

X.lgebra 8 •
Rhetoric 1 •
Zoology • •
J English Hl• tory or •
l Latin

II
I'
,.

Year.

Algebra 4 •
Rhetoric 2 •
Astron'y or Economics •
l Mediaeval Hl• t. or
l Latin•

~ :J

Algebra 2 •
Roman History •
Gram. (Advanced) 9 •
Botany

t"

,\-i\

I

;-". rf

Geometry 1 •
.
Rhetoric a •
Geology • •
N'l
l Modem Hl• t. \ '
l or Latin•

Third Year.
Geometry 2 •
Amer. Literature
Hist. of Education
Pedagogy (2)
Psychology (2)
81blleal History (1)

Geometry 3 •
Eng. Literature 1
Child Study (1)
Pedagogy (2)
Psychology (2)
Training Work

School Law (S)
Moral Education (3)
Eng. Literature 2
Ethics --(3)
Psychology (1)
Educa'I Psycho!. (1)
Training Work

examinations on all • ubject• Included In the "State
Uniform Examinations" must be passed, with a grade of not less than
76 on every subject, and a general average of 80 per cent, before a
Certificate of Recommendation can be had for the wo1·k of th!•
course.
2. Drawing, Penmanship, Orthography, Vocal Music, and Map Dra.wlns
must be Included In thl• course .
8. By comparison with the Normal Course It will be seen that the following subjects found therein are omitted from this course: Algebra
6, Physics, Chemistry, Trh1onometry and one term of Training Work.
It will be noted further that Mediaeval and Modern history have been
added.
4. The work of both seminaries for one year, and active member• hlp
In one of the L iterary Societies or three Junior Exercises wlll be
required.
See explanations of "asterisks," "ftgures" &c. under Normal Coune of
Study, page 17.
6. Latin Is optional In this course.
NOTE:-1. Final

.

{
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NORMAL COURSE OF STUDY.

FALL TERM.

WINTER TERM.

SPRING TERM.

Orammat 1 •

U. S. Hfltory 1 •

Arithmetic 2 •
Geography 2 •
Grammar 2 •
U. 8. History 2 •

r ,Y

\\</~~

Upper Grammar Year
Arlthmi;tlc 1 •
Geography 1 •

,

/. V

Arithmetic a
Phyalology
Grammar 8 •

•'

i'f'"'Yv'\)'
1". ·1
I,

Bookkeeptn•

P'lrat Year, Normal.

t. •

\', t ~

'W"'
Arlth, •(Mental) •
General Hllltory •
Oram, (Advanced) 4 •
Phyak:al

Geo•. •

Alge bra 1 •
Greek Hl11tory •
Gram. (Advanced) 6 •
Civil Govt. •

~~~ J,.;ory

•
'\
Oram. (Advanced) 8 •
Botany

rf<
' \?.
,

Second Year, Normal.
~ebra· 1 •
Lattn· Y •
Rhetoric 1 •

Algebra 4 •
Latin 2 •
Rhetoric 2 •
Eng. History •

Zoo~ ••

Algebra II ...
Latin 3 •

Nv'J";/

Rhetoric 3 •
J Geology, or • •
) Aetronomy •

Q1~·

Junior Year, Normal.
Geometry 1 • Latin ' •

Amer. Llteratur•
Hist. of Education·

Geometry '2 •
Latin 6 •
Eng. Uterature 1
Jl:oonomlOII

G\Q

?,::;:e~rt 3

...

Enc. Literati.Ire

a

S ~ I Law, (3)
Moral Education (2)

Senior Year, Normal.
Phyalce •1 ,
Trlgonom•try •
Biblical Hlllt. (1)
Peda.a'off-(i)
Psycholou (I)

*·

Tralnlna Work

Physics ll
Chemistry 1 '
Child 8tudy~1)
Pedll«ogy (
Paychology
)
Training Work

1. All classes recite five times

J>hyalce 3
Chemletry "2 '
Ethics (3)
Pll)'chology (1)
J!lducatnl. Pll)'chol. (1)
Training Work

per week except those whon
number of recltatlone per week Is Indicated by figures In parentheele.
2. New claeees In all subject• marked thue, • , are organized at the
openlnc of every term If there be calls sufficient to justify It.
8. New claeaea In subJecta marked thus, • •, wlll be organised at the
openlns of the fall and aprlng terms, If the number of calls Justify It.
4. Claeses ln subJects with no asterisk attached are organized only for
the tenDII Indicated, except In special caaes, or when the number
of cal1II I• large.
6. The ftgures attached and not In parentheses Indicate the no. of the
term or courn In subJegts covering more than one term. •· g.
"Grammar 3" means the third term or courae In grammar, and • o
on. When no ftgure out of parentheses Is attached It means that
that aubJect la completed In one term, or that there Is but one courae,
or unit, of It.
NOTE :

~·

~✓
-

· ~
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ACA CEi\11C CO URSE OF STUDY.

FALL TERM.

WINTER TERM.

SPRING TERM.

Upper Grammar Year.
.A.rlthmetlc 1 •
Geocraphy 1 •
Grammar 1 •
U. S . History 1 •

Ar it hmetic 2 •
Geography 2 •
Gramma r 2 •
U. S. History 2 •

Arithmetic I •
P hysiology
Grammar ll •
BookkeepIns

First Year, Academic.
Arlth. (Mentll,l) •
Genera.I l;[lstory •
Gram. (Advan ced) , •
., Phyetcal Geog; ·•

Algebrn 1 • ·· •
Gr eek· Histor y • Gram. (Advan ced) 6 •
Civ il Govt. •

-

Algebra .2 •
_
Roman .JI111tory •
Gram:· ' ("Advanced) C •
Botany

Second Year, Academic.
Algebra 8 •-/..

Latin 1 •
Rhetoric 1· •
Z09fogy • • ~

+

~ ebra 4 • .
Latin 2 •
Rhetoric 2 •
Eng: History •

Alsebra. 5 •

-\--

Latin a •
Rhetoric a •
J Geology, or • •
) Astronomy •

Junior Year, Academic.
Geometry 1 •
4, or •
j Latin
French 1
I Greek 1, or
1 Germ11n 1
Amer. Literature

Geom etry 2 •
I Latin 6, or •
1 F r ench 2
I Greek 2, or
1 German 2
Eng. Literature 1

Geometry

a•

j Latin I, or •
I French a

I Gre ek a, or

1 German a

Ens. Literature I

Senior Year, Academic.
Phy!!ICII 1
Trigonometry • ,
l ,n.tln 7, or •
French ,
Greek 4, or
German ,

1

Mediaeval a nd Modem
eenlor year,

P h yslce 2
Chemis try 1
J Latin 8, or •
) F ren ch 6
l Greek 5, or
1 Germa n 6

Phy slce a
Chemistry 2
Latin •• or •
J'ren ch I
J Greek 41, or
l Ge rman I

I

hl• tory, two units, are optional In thl11 oouree,

SEE "NOTE" under Normal course of

• tudy, pase 17.
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~DITIONAL COURSES OF STUDY. First Eight Grades of Public School
work, In which 64 children are en-

rolled.

This last course Is tihe one

In addition to the !?OUR courses of whe re in our graduates form the NorStudy outlined on the four preceding
pqes, the following are also provideel for:
Two Courses in Art.
Courses in Piano and Organ.
Courses In Voice and Vocal Music.
Courses in Violin, Mandol!n, and
Galtar.
Countee of Instruction in Band
Mum.
Courses In Elocution and Physical
Culture.
A Model School Course covering the

ma! Course are required to teach one

or more te rms before they can receive
a di1Jtoma; also the one wherein all
teachers who come to Marshall College may take special training In
teaching and in governing children,
and where they may go at any time
and see the work done under ek!lled
teaoh ers. It Is under the supervision
of a thoroughly educated and trained
lady of mature years, at a salary of
$1500, assisted by four especially
trained teachers.

TI-IE FACULTY OF MARSHALL COLLEGE
THEIR EXPERIENCE AND THEIR PREPARATION FOR THEIR WORK,
Session 1905-'0S.

,L

J. CORBLY, Prlnclpal,-Geology, and Psychology.

Educated In the common schools of West Virginia, Fairmont State
Normal School, the West Virginia Univers ity, where he graduated in
1890, and at the German Unlvers !ties of Halle, and Berlin. Taught
ftve years In country schools, three years principal of town schools,
Superintendent of schools, Water Valley, Miss., -two years, Superintendent of school!!, Clarksburg, W. Va., three years, and nine years
In present position. Spent four summers In European travel. Has
taught 170 months.
MRS. NAOMI EVERETT, First ANl • tant,-Llterature and French.

Educated In the common schools of North Carolina, Tennessee, Bteubenvllle Seminary, and the University of Chicago, where she took her
degree In 1902. Principal of the high school of Clarksburg and Huntington 16 years, In her present position eight years. Has taught 244
months. Mrs. Everett has traveled In Europe.
Ml8S ANNA CUMMINGS, Superintendent of the Training Department.
Educated In the common schools of Maine, In Colby University, UnlTerslty of Chicago, and Leland Stanford University, Cal. Took her
degree from Colby University, Maine, Teacher In private schools, high
schools, academies, Moody's Sscool for Boys, Mt. Vernon, Mass., !Ady
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Principal of Vermont Academy, Vermont, and six years special trainIng tor her present position. Miss Cummings ls a native of Maine,
later a resident of Massachussetts. She has traveled In Europe. Hu
taught 185 months.
MIii LILIAN HACKNEY, Mathematica.

Educated In the common schools of W. Va., W. Va. University, where
she graduated In 1893, at the Ohio Wesleyan University, and Cornell
University. Taught ln the schools of her na-tlve county (Monongalia),
city schools of Cleveland, Ohio, and In her present position since
1896, total 135 months. She has traveled In Europe.
MR. W. M. MERDITH, Science.

Educated In the common schools of Virginia, Emory and Henry Col•
lege, Virginia, University of W. Va., and Ada, Ohio. Taught 11enral
years in the common schools of Virginia, principal of the schools at
Lewisburg, W. Va., and In his present pos ition since 1898. a total of
139 months. Mr. Menidlth spent the summer of 1903 In European
travel.
Ml88 HARRIET D, JOHNSON, Greek and Latin.

Educated ln the common schools of W. Va., and Ohio, Denison Untverslty, Ohio, where she took her degree, and the University of Chicago. Instructor ln Shepherdstown State Normal eight years, and ln
her present position since 1902, a total of 110 months. Miss Johnson spent the summer of 1903 traveling ln Europe.

•
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Real Estate World •I~

The Latest and Best in the
=============================
HUNTINGTON REAL EsTA TE.
Huntington's real estate values are safe and conservative.
It has not heen inflate<l by hooms, and its stability is due to
the soli,l and sound bus iness conditions that prevail here. A
comparison shows that property both improved and nnimprove<!, can be purchase,l in Hunting-ton at a more n ,nsonable
price than in any other city of half its size in the State. This
ts due to the fact that Hunting ton is not crowded for room on
which to enlarge, and that its values have been rt>g ulated by
the stea<ly and healthy laws of supply and demand. This condition makes a rea l estate investment in Huntington more than
unusually safe, profilablte and attractive . Our judgment is that
n ow is an exceedingly auspicious time for \Vest Virgini,i people
to invest in lluntinr.ton property, as the sig ns of the times
point to a marked rc,·ival to business. and a wonderful growth
an<t activity in Huntington and vicinity for the next few years.
Verv rlcsirahle property- improved :rncl unimproved- located
in all part~ of Huntington, write or call on
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II The Blair P. Wilson Co•• Huntington. W. Va. !i
WRITE FOR LITHOGRAPH MAP OF HUNTINGTON
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MR. J. A, FITZGERALD, Mathematica.

Educated ln the common schools of W. Va., Marehall College and
Georgetown University, Ky., where he took his degree. Principal of
the Hurricane schools one year and In his present position since 1902.
Hae taught, In all, 60 months,
MR. GEORGE M, FORD, History and Civics,

Educated In the common schools of W. Va., and at the UnlvereltT of
W. Va., botb, academic and department of law, where he took hl1 dedegrees. Taught In the common schools of W. Va., In the Grafton
blgh school, and three years aa principal of the Conoord Branch of
Tbe State Normal School; elected to his present position In JUDe,
1903. Baa taught 90 man.the.
MR. B. F. WILLIAMSON, Latin.

Blducated In the common schools of W. Va., Buckhannon. 8emln81'1',
and at Alleghany College, Pa., where he took hie degree. Ha• taught
39 months. Has been In pl'U81lt position two Ye&rll,
MR, R. J. LARGENT, Engllah and History,
Educated In the common echools of W. Va., and at the Unlverelty or

W. Va., where he spent six years and took hie degree. Elected to
hill present position, January, 1904. Has taught 16 months.
MR8. FRANCES CALDWELL, Englleh and Mathematloa.

Educated In the schools or West Virginia and or Kentucky, In which
latter State she did her college work. Has taught In the common
echoola, In the Charleeton City Schools, ln the Concord Branch or the
State Normal, and one year In Marshan College, In all over 100 month•.
Ml88 FRANCES BURGESS, Polltlcat and Phyalcal Geography.

Educated In the common schools of West Virginia, Shelton College,
Marshall College (graduated here), W. Va., Unlverslcy, Colorado
Springs Bummer School, Colorado, and the University of Chlcaco.
Taught 12 months In the country schools of Kanawha county, W. Va.,
12 months In the St. Albans grammar school, three years In the Huntington high school, and ten years as principal of the HolderbT school,
of this city, a building of fourteen rooms, a total of 138 monthe.
Miss Burgess In attending school at the University of Chicago th1a
summer. Hae held her pre• ent position one year.
MISS VIRGINIA RIDER, Enghah Grammar.

Educated In the common schools of West Virginia, In the Buclmannon Seminary, where she also taught, and In Alleghany College. Bbe
has taught six months In Marshall College.
MR, W. H. FRANKLIN, Engllah and German.

Educated hi the common schools of West Virginia, graduate of the
Buckhannon Seminary, also of Alleghany College where be took bla
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A. B. degree. Has taught In the common schools and two years ln
the Clarksburg High School as Instructor In Greek awl Germ&n.
MISS RHODA CRUMRINE, Plano and Harmon)',

A graduate ot the University School ot Music, where she ,t aucht one
year before coming to Marshall. College. A native West Virg inian ot
German descent. She bas held her position since September, 1903.
MRS C. E. HAWORTH, Voice.

Educated under private tutors ln New York e.nd Boston, the beat ln•
structors In voice that could be had. Has taught several years. Mrs.
Haworth la a Springfield, Mase., lady, bas bad liberal training and
experience as teacher, and has taught three years In Marshall College.
E. E. MYERS, Art.

Educated In the schools ot Ohio and Pennsylvania, and trained tor his
profession In the Art Schools ot Pittsburg, Cincinnati, New York and
Boston. Called to his presen t position In 1902. Taught several year•,
and connected with the Abbott Art Co. of H unti ngton for five years.
Lectured at the Tri-State Chautauqua, on art, summer session of 190f.
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If not, investigate r.t once.

Highlawn is Huntin~on's most
popular, as well as most desirable residence sectio n. Not a
Auburb, but within the city's corporate limits; 10 minutes ride
t o center of cit y; hig h elevation, level ground; lots 40 x 186 feet
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I~ PRICE, - - $400.00 I1

II

TERMS: $20.00 cash, balance $10.00 per month .
information, write or see

I The Blair P.
~
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For further

Wilson Co.,
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Write for lithograph map of Hunting ton .
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' BUY YOUR SHOES AT

~

McCarthy & Scanlon's
314 9th Street,

'

Huntington, W. Va.

M.R8. E. C. M~MILLEN, Guitar and Mandolin.

Born of a musical family, educate d In the schools of West Vlr1lD1&,

'

and baa kept up her work In music since childhood.

Ml88 MARY SHARP, Aaalatant In Plano.

[1

Received her training under private Instructors and In Marshall Collea-e·
Called to her present position In the fall of 1904.
MR8. BERTHA ROTH

WALBURN,, Vlolln.
Studied under Jose Marien., Belgian violinist, In the College of Mu•
etc, Cincinnati, also theory In the same school, six years, graduathag
ln 1902. Taught In same Institution awhile, later three ye,.ra ln KnOJtvllle, Tenn., and In Huntington, W. Va.

MISS LUCIE BROWN, Oratory.
No data Is at hand as we go to press concerning Mies Brown's educatl·
onal career except that she hae taught several years In high grade Institutions, and comes to us very strongly recommended.
Ml88 DAINTY CRAIG, Aulatant In Art.
I,

Jllclucated In the Marshall Collegge Art School where she baa already
taught three months with exceptional eucce1S, and ln the Unlveralty
of TenDeuee.
MRa. ELIZABETH

'
'

'

MYERS, Librarian and Manager of the College llook
Mo~.
'
lllducated In private schools of Richmond, Va., and Chatham Institute,
Va. Trained for her present work In the- Dewey system of cataloguing and handling a library, under the state librarian of Pennsylvania.
Mra. Myera could not be called ame mbe r of the fac ulty In the etrlct
se nse of the word, though her time le nearly all given up to work tor
the students , assisting and direc ting them In their reference• and reading; and It la doubtful It any member of the faculty bas heavier or
more reaponslble dutlee.

FOUR TEACHERS for the Model Department, ONE for teaching BookkeepIng and Penmanship, and ONE for teaching Band Music have not been
aelected at this writing but will be before the opening of School, Sept.
Ii, 1906.
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ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
It was the lntentlon of the Prlncl•
pal of Marshall College to conduct
apeclal class work in Jilngllsh grammar for the benefit of teachers last
spring but the work of the school In
other lines prevented. Durlng the
past summer, In discussing the subject of grammar at dllrerent Institutes
we found a serious need on the part
of teachers for a clearer and more
fundamental grasp of the subject of
Jilngllsh grammar In general. Unless
the subject of grammar Is presented
tc> them In better form than has been
the case in more than three fourths
of the cases that came to our noUce,
they will not only teach it very Im•
perfectly but will always be at the
mercy of eumlners.
To accommodate the teachers of the
1tate who need this special training
a teachers' and advanced students'
claas In grammar wlll be organized at
the opening of the Winter and the
Spring terms of the session of 1906·'06·
These classes will not only make
a thorough and comprehensive study
of the "Infinitive", the "participle,"
the "attribute," the "clause" In all Its
relations, and other forms of con•
structlons difficult to most teachers,
but wlll apply their knowledge of
these to selections of prose and poetry
by "unraveling.'' as it were, the com•
ple:ilttes of all forms of composition.
Quite an amount of attention will
also be given to the writing of good

English, punctuation, paragraphiq
etc., etc., in connection with which
about fifty per10nal letters from dla·
tlngulehed men ln all walk& of life
will be studied In detall aa apeclmena
ot English. We have presened theH
letters for a number of years, many
of whlch have never before been WMHl
In class. They are personal letters
written to us on matters of busln&N
and come from noted business men,
college presidents and English 1chol·
are, congressmen, U. 8. Senators, and
four from ex-presidents of the Ullited
Statea.
Here's a suggestion that the coun•
ty superlntendente of the state all
meet at Fairmont at the state educ&•
tlonal association next June and then.
and there perfect an organisation
among themselves, said organization
to constitute a branch of the 1tate
educational association. By eo .doing
they, the county superintendents,
would promote their own, and the
county educational Interests as no other movement could possibly promote
them. Thie could and should become
one of the most potent factors for ad·
,·anclng the educational Interests of
the state yet organized, and would be
a powerful support to the state super•
lntendent In carrying out the uniform
examination plan and correcting all
abuses that creep Into It. Here's the
cordial tender of the columns of the
Parthenon to promote such an organization.

L. J. ASHWORTH,

1805 THIRD A VENUE,

ORAI.. ER IN

REAL ESTATE
A!'ID MANVFACJ'l'URER OF

MATTRESSES

_,

Huntin~ton, WHt Va.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
SESSION 1905-06.
\'

Fall Term Opens Tuesday, Sept. 5. 1905.
Closes, Wednesday, Dec, 20, 1905,
Winter Term Opens vVednesday, Jan. 3, 1906.
·
, Closes Thursday, Mar. 15. 1906.
Spring Term Opens Tuesday, Mar. 20, 1906.
Closes Monday, June 4. 1906.
Summer Term Opens Tuesday, June 5, 1906.
Closes Tuesday, July 10, 1906.

A Decade of Growth. Marshall College in 189.5 and m 1905
1895
Number of Teachers .. . . . . . ... .... . ... . .. . .
5
Number of States Represented . ... .. .... . .. .
2
Number of West Virginia Counties Represented .
12
Number of Counties from other States Represented
1
Enrollment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
188
Number of Students from other States. . . . . .
1
Number of Elocution St.udents .. ... ... . .. . . . .. .
0
Number of Art Students . . .. . . . .. .
0
Number of Music Students ... .. . . . . . .. ... .... .
9
Number of Volumes in Library .. . ..... . ... . . .
1200
· Number of Terms Work in Normal Course .. . .
56
Number of Terms Work in Academic Course . .
1m
' Average Rate rer Month for Board. ........... $13.00
Value of Buildings and Equipment
$65,0GO
Total Value of School Property
$157,000
Number of Graduates up to the Year 1895 .... . .. .... .
Number of Graduates Since that Time . . . . . . . . . .... .
Average Number of Graduates per Year up to 1895 . . . .
Average Number of Graduates per Year since 1895 . .... .
Highest Number of Graduates in any one year up to 181)5.
Highest Number of Graduates in any one Vear since 1895 .

1005

25
10

41
21

790
37
88
65

HH
6000

75

78
$10.00
$161,000
$258,000
219
209
9

21
15
40
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MARSHALL COLLEGE ART DEPARTMENT
Offers for the FIRST TIME the following classes:

l. A Class in CHINA PAINTING, by Miss Nellie Huntington.
2. A class in BASKETRY, by Miss Dainty Craig.
3. A class in Venetian Iron Work, for lamps, candelabra. lanterns, glass holders, boxes and other ornaments.
4. A class in Burnt and Embossed Le:\ther, for pocket books,
card cases, book covers and screens; also pyrographic designing on
wood.
In addition to the ahove new classes the art department will maintain its regular work in the following ·general lines:
l. Object Drawing.
2. Landscape.
3. Drawing from the Cast.
4. Color.
fi. Design.
6. Mechanical Drawing.
Mediums used Pencil, Charcoal, Water Color, Oil.
Also a class in Brush drawing, to prepare pupil for decorating at
the new pottery.
E. E. MYERS, Instructor.
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Depository of State of West Virginia and City of Huntington
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C. W. Campbell, Pre•t.
J. B. SteueMon, V. Pre•t.
Robt. L. Archer, Ca.hier.
W. H. Gideon, AHt. Ctuh.

Capital, $135,000.00
Surplus di: Profit•, 19,000. 00
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West Virginia National Bank,

~-

f

l!f

A special invitation to YOUNG MEN and YOUNG
WOMEN to do their banking business with us.
The size of the deposit does not matter. We like
to be in clos<: touch with YOUNG PEOPC.E, because
we know that they.are the BUSINESS PEOPLE of the
future.
We pay three per cent interest on savings accounts,
compounded semi-annually.
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SHALL I BORROW?

up" had n ever been taught us, was
not in our workable vocabulary. Well,
Very frequently we a.re a sked by what then? Simple enough, go ahead,
youns persons whethe r we would bor- and go ahead In earnest, as a bus!·
row money on which to attend school ness. But whence the means? True
if we we re In their p la ce.
enough ; but the decision lo "go albead"
The answer naturally le, "what ls and not to "give up" was more than
your place?" One cannot wise ly an• half the battle. Only a few get far
1wer such a question till he has put ,enough to declue that they mu• t and
bim8"6lf In the place or the one who will have an education.
a• ka such question.
A man of wealLh was approa.ched, The reply usually Is about as fol- ,we did not know wealthy men then
lows: I want lo educate myself. I as now; they are a ve ry poor class as
am teaching five or six months per \a rule to apply to for help. He anyear at $30 to $46 pe r month, a ttend- 11we red "no" In a cold, discouraging
Ing school about one term and earn- 1way. It sent a chill through us which
lng very little If anything the r est of !we can ne ver forget; It did more. Inthe time. It Is a slow way to educate :stea d of giving up the fight we felt
one's self and yet I must have an : a lit lie cross and determined that
education.
neither one man nor a thousand
The last sentence lit the most Im- could Induce us to give up. But we did
pertant one In bis or her re ply when not go to another rich man. There
we venture our advice. Whe nevec a we learned our first practical lesson
youns person decides that be "mu• t" In psychology as well as In business,
have an education, then, and not t111 and psychol ogy underlles all business.
then, does he reach a very hopeful Our next move was toward a man of
stage In life.
more limited means. He too said
A poor adviser Is b e who would ad- "no," and eo did the next. But the
vise one to go further than he was last one did not. We borrowed, .
wlJllng to go himself, and we do not worked hard a t !lomethlng every sumforget this when advising. We our- mer vacation. Did n ot go home when
selves were teaching six months per we found that selling books-which
ye11-r at $50 per month, (having cllm- we did one summer-went altogether
bed from $26 per months to $60). "against the grain." We clearly
w~en we found that the process of showed that we were In tbe fteld to
going to school at that rate was like- sell and to stick to It, w,hlcb we did
ly to put us well Into the thirties be- from June till October . Like It?
fore we finished our education (finish- Bless us, no; no more than we like
ed but not completed) If kept at pain, for pain of a kind It was. But
that rate, so decided that "quit" or "like It" was not the question. Some
get money l!Omehow and make going money had to be earned, and "earn
to school a business tlII we had finish- It," whethe r we enjoyed the way or
ed It, was to be settled at once- not, was the question. It was worth
critical moment, tle parting of the vastly more to us because we did not
ways. We were only a few dollars like It. Every vacation found us earnahead. It was August, 1886. "Give Ing at least $100 clear, and meana of
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earning money then . were very poor
compared with the opportunities of
this period of prospe rity. The little
son of Prof. Meredith of Marshall col·
lege, 12 years old, is earning one dollar pe r day tJhis vacation from a posltion which he himself went out and
hunted; Is up early and out late;
seve ral young men who attended
school here last year wante d work for
the summer In this city and could
not find It. Ah, what a difference lt
makes who hunts work. There Is no
better way t o find out w,bat ldnd of
stuff a boy or girl Is made of than to
see them hunting work. There are
hunrers and hunters. The re are a few
finders ; and It's n ot the way one hunts
so much as who the hunter Is. The
young man that can't find reasonably
pay ing employment In W e st Virginia
now, especially one ambitious to

work during vacation to pay tor hia
schooling, is hardly worth educating.
Often a young man or woman writes
to know if he or she could fl.nd something to do to help pay school expenses if they should come to Hunt·
lngton; some come here without writ·
ing, determined to fl.nd something to
do to help educate themselves. They
always find It. We do not have a
very high opinion of the stuff out of
which a young man ls made If he
can't earn enough In a three month's
vacation to pay his board tor the greater part of the year at Marshall col·
Jege.
But let us come back to the borrowing. Did we borrow? Yes we did,
for tour years, and to this day regard·
It the most sensible business transaction we ever did, one thing we
would do again not only because of

THE TOUCH
Is three-fourths of it to one
who knows how to use a piano.
We flatter ourselves that the
keys of the pianos we have to
offer respond quickly to the
fingers of the most rapid performer. We can submit no
better proof than to ask you
to call and see for yourself.

Jno.

A.

Jones Music Co.,

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
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lta educational advantage but u a
financial advantage as well as a
benefit. We were earning $300 per
year from teaching before; we have
never rece ived less than $1000 per
year since.
We borrowed with no security except our face and our notes-pretty
narrow margin. We should recommend that a young person take out a
life insurance policy to protect t,he
lender, or secure him In some other
way, but borrow, yes. Why not. Who
would not borrow to secure a good
business venture. Men make their
large profits, at least most men, by
borrowing. Is there any business
venture of so great Importance to a
man as the improvement of himself?
~s there anything In all the world of
as great value to a man as himself,
his mental development? Is there
anything so wortJhy of a man's lnvesUng his money as Investing It In his
own Improvement?
It pays as a personal matter. It
paYs society and It pays the state.
It pays one's wife and children. It
pays mentally, It pays mor.;Ily, it
pays socially, It pays financially. It
Is a common sense Investment of the
very highest order to Invest time and
pains and labor In the Improvement
or one's mind, and certainly when
these call for some financial aid no
money could be so well borrowed as
that which Is borrowed for equipping
one's head and !heart to work In sympathy with and to guide one's hand.
No matter what one's business, trade,
or profession, his thorough education
ls equally valuable to him, for Its
chief value Is personal not pecuniary,
social not selfish, and r edounds to
the good or the world as well aa to
thON near and dear to him.
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No well educated man would part
with his education for any consideration whateV'8r. No man ever regretted spending money on his intellectual Improvement no matter whether
earned in advance or borrowed and
earned afterward.
Young man, young woman, with you
the problem of all problems is, "s hall
I educate myself; · and serious Is the
matter not only to you but to every
11\&Il who lives after you.
No truer th ing was eV'8r written
than,. "We must educate, we muat
educate, or we must perish, by our
own prosperity." Think of the mean·
Ing of this quotation. Would tJhat
every minister and public speaker In
the land might grasp Its awful slgnlftcance and proclaim It from every
desk and pulpit on this continent. It
Is the watch-word of the republican
civilization, the text from which wlll
be preached either the triumph or
the death of "government of the 1)'80·
pie, for the people, and by the peopie.
MUSIC AT MARSHALL.
The growth of the music department at Marshall College has been exceptional In the last few years. The
number enrolled during the past year
was 192. There ts a music faculty
composed or six teachers, each of
wibom ts a trained and experlenoed
musician.
Miss Crumrine, head teacher -of
piano and the history of mu&lc, ls a
teacher of rare ability, a ftne performe r, and hu the fortunate quality
of getting the best results out of her
pupils. She has had ftne training, and
her natural talents for mu&lc are of a
very lblg1- Q~t'.

THE PARTHENON

.Mrs. Hawor th, head of the voice
department, is a ve ry fin'8 teacher and
a soprano soloist of artistic taste and
a bil ity. He r training has been under
the best teachers of t he eastern cities.
Mrs . Walburn, teacher of violin, Is
a graduate of th'8 Cinc innati College
of music and has taught several years.
She Is also a fine performe r on that
Instrument.
The ot her te ache rs have been chosen because of their ability both to
perform and to teac h.
For detalls unde r the head of music
see pages 69 to 69 In our large catalogue, whi ch Is sent upon request.
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m ent, has had extended experience
as teache r and fine training for her
work. Sbe is a graduate of Lhe Unive rsity School of Oratory and l1 de•
voted to her work.

ART.

At the head of this department Is
Prof. E. E. Myers, a gentleman of
maturity, e ducated In the best art
schools of America, a te acher of
scientific me thods and Ideas, and an
artist of flne ability. His painting of
Psyche, 3x5 feet, which hangs in the

Erosophlan Hall of the College Is a
work of genuine merit, also his paint•
ORATORY OR ELOCUTION.
lng of Mr. Corbl y, bust, llfe size.
Mr. Myers Is assisted by Miss
Mies Brown, teacher In this depart- Dainty Craig who was educated ln
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$100,000
20,000
50,000
500,000
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Offers its services to the students of Marshall College
for the deposit of their money during the
School Term of 1905-06
~
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her art under Prof. Myers, also under
those leadera of art In America, Henry
Turner Balley of Boston and Augsburg of California.
See our large catalogue, pages 69
to 77, for full details of our work In
Art and Elocution.

Bl

making of the pupil a thinking, self
acting, self regulating personality, ca-

pable, not only of thinking, but capable of doing what he thinks; equipping him with the big.best degree of
ability, governed by the finest of Impulses.
This Is the Ideal toward
which the educational world Is m,oving, and It Is through the developART DEPARTMENT NOTES.
ment of the three H's, the head,
the heart, and the hand, that this Ideal
Is to be achieved. An adequate course
The studio Is to have among other
for the training of the head has long
things four new large pictures hangbeen In practice but the unifying of
Ing on Its walls by the opening of the
the head, heart, and 1band has not
sobool year. These are the pictures
reached the point of perfection It
secured through the Turner exhibit.
should have reached In most schools.
They will be quite an addition to the
Marshall College offers an excepstudio for study as well as decoration.
tional opportunity In this all round
The exhibit at the beginning of the
training, through Its various departyea!' will be of unusual · Interest.
ments which are especially arranged
Mlse Lulu Skeer, the fl.rst pupil to
for flbe unifying and developing of the
enter the art department, Is now In
head, heart, and hand, leaving but
the art Institute In Chicago where
little excuse for the lopsided educallbe will finish her work as a profestion except to those who fall to take
sional artist.
advantage of the opportunity offered
MIS& Fannie Wysor has resumed
them or those that are In too great
her work In the Abbott Studio.
a hurry to get through. It le urged
Miss Dainty Craig ls attending the
that young men and women who come
University summer art school at
to tfuls Institution shall spend as much
Knoxville, Tenn. The Instructors are
of their time In the art studio trainthe strongest men In their line we
Ing the heart, and the band as 11
have In this county. Dr. Henry Turnecessary to hold the balance true.
ner Balley, Dr. Augsburg, and DanIt Is not enough to be possessed of
iels. Miss Craig has been engaged to
fine Impulses, you must possess abiltake charge of the drawing In the
ity that will enable you to bring your
. training school under the regular art
Impulses Into the Issues of every day
Instructor for the coming year.
life. To do this there must be . the
proper union between thoug;bt and action.
Drawing forms this union.
THE THREE H'S.
Drawing ts the very connecting link
It Is the business of every Institu- be tween thought and action. Drawtion of learning to offer a course of Ing develops the power to see, to
lnetructlon that will train every nor- understand, to do, to create. Drawmal and eNentlal faculty of the mind Ing foeters a love for the things that
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are beautiful, that are good, that are
tr~. . Drawing cultlvate11 the taste.
The
Drawing deepens and fixes impressions that otherwise would be vague
and unreal, making as it does a subject of Inestimable value in connection with other studies.
Besides the educational value this
subject has great practical value,
since It Is the base of all Industrial
arts. Therefore, mechanical and con· ··FOR- ..
structlve drawing hould be of special
Interest to the young man.
JUI
Drawing and painting as an accomAJJ 8 S
8
0
pllshment has a refining Influence not
surpassed by any other sister arts
which should especially recommend lt
to young ladles.
14 • Have Cab• Al.o.
Dr. Augsworth says the que11tlon ls
w. MHt All Train• Ni.lat and Day. more and more, not, whdat, do you
know? but what can you o.

Union Transfer

& Storage Co.
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COLLEGE NOTES.-

Thia year ia the Brat in which we
have beell able to IUlllounce the date
for commellcement before the opening
of the 11&aalOll. It la a relief from the
indebitene• a of former years.
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clpal of the Guyandotte achoola, Mr.
Steed having reeigned to enter the
Univer.lty·
When Mr. Stewart'•
Board of Education at Elizabeth
learned of bla election at Guyandotte
they raised his aalary to $66.00, and
Mr. Stewart decided to remain with
them, having boqht property ln tlut

Of tbe 6G graduate• turned out from town.
the atate normal achool and lt• 11.ve
W. W. Trent, '02, returna to New
branchea thla year, 22, or Juat oneMartinaville at $86.00 per montha.
thlrd, came from Marahall College.
J. W. LyOlla, A. B., Leola Marra,
A. B., Roy Marcum, L L. B., Harry
Blmma, LL. B., W. W. Smith, LL. B.,
llarle Pabody, B. 8. C. E., were Marahall College graduatea who completed their desreea at the State Unlver•
aity In June.
Jame• Glbaon, a former atudellt
here, took hl• h!Ji A. B. in the
cla11, and Roy Reger, a former teach•r in Marahall, took hla L L. B. along
with hla former atudenta. A sood
ahowins for Marshall ill one cla11.
W. W. Furnell wlll enter the Unl·
veralty of Cillcinllat1 to take hl• A :
B. courae, ill September.

um•

H. F. Fle1hman, '97, remain• at the
bead of the Roncewrte Bchoola, Florence Jack1on, '03, goea ·to Fairmont,
9 mos. at $60.00, and Anna Lederer,
'01, returna to the bead of the Cenado
high achool at $60 per mo., 9 moa.
_
Viola Petera, '99, returna to Bluefteld, 9 moa., U6, and BeHle Miller
returna to Kenova, 9 moa. poaltlon.
F. L. Burdett, '86, la superintend·
-ent of the Clark1burs achoola, $1200
per year.

Recelltly, in early July, MIH Stella
Davie •, claa• of '96, became Mra.
Page or thla city, and a few daya later
F. E. Morrla, '04, paased through the
city en route home with hla pretty
BW'88t bride, MIBI Nela Erskine, a
former Maraball girl. Indeed Mar•
shall la responsible for thla pretty
match and we know the contractlq
parties have no complaint to make.
Aa to the parents we are not advlaed.
Thia la one among many pretty and
concenlal matches that have been
I. F. Stewart, claaa of 1901, waa made by coming to Marshall, and
et.cted to aucceed lir. Steed aa prbl• quite a number are pendlq or "lm·

The Board of Education of Clay Ill·
dependent District, Clay, W. Va.,
aaked ua to ll&me the teacbera for the
comlll&' year, a principal at $66.00 per
mollth, and two aaalatanta at $46.00.
Mia• Cora Shinn, claaa of 1906, waa
named aa one or the aaalatants, and
the other and the principal are yet
under conalderation but will be named
ill a few daya from thla writing, July
Slat.
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pending") If Mlsa Report 11 to be.. The faculty are now scattered alcredltied.
most all over the state and several
are In other states-Ilinols, Tenn&Mlss Cordelia Orr, for seTeral year• see, Virginia, etc., some reeUng, some
one of Marshall's most popular teach- recreating, some attending school,ers, was married June 28th, to Mr. that pleases us much, and the stuAbram Elsa Chrislip. At home after dents too,-some conducting lnstltuSepU!mber 1st, at Maron, Mlss., ap- tes, some working hard, some travelpears at the foot of the wedding an- Ing-the next best thing to going to
nouncement.
scbool.
M!ss Coellna Miller, '97, one of the
popular alumni from Marshall, was
married the same day on which Miss
Orr was married, June 28th, to Mr.
Earl Ed'!ln Spencer, son of the sherUr of Cabell county. Here are our
very sincerest and most kind j&lld
hearty good wishes for the abundut
good fortune and continued happiness
of all these dear friends.

W. H. Franklin, German and Engllsh, who Is a graduate of Buckhannon Seminary and later took ht• full
college cour!l'8 and his A. B. degree
at Allegheny College, Pa., and Mias
Lucie Brown are the new teachers
elected by the state board; the former t akes Miss Mabel Brown's place,
(she was not able to continue), the
latter takes Miss Ware's place,(Mias

LEADING SCHOOL TEXT BOOKS
THE BEST BOOKS AID IN
SECURING THE BEST WORK

Hyde'• Two-Boolt CourH in Enwluh
Adopted for exclusive Uff in eight States and
in the public schools of Columbus. Detroit,
Duluth. Jerffy City, Greater New York, Philadelphia, etc . Rt-adopltd March. 1905. by /ht
Sfalt of Lcuisia•a.

The ThomtU HiatoriH
Acur1&te. comprehensive, up-to-date. An Elementary Hi•tory of the United States for fifth
and sixth grades. A History of the United
States for seventh and eighth grades.

Supplementary Readinw
100 volumes selected for literary and educative
value. A,lmirable to supplement the study of
Hi•lory, Geography. and Nature work. Recently 1asued: Hyde's Greek Myths; Fairbanks' The Western United Slates.

Thompaon '• Hiatory of the United State,
G ives a somewhat more extended account of
the history of the Southern part of our country
than is commonly included in school books.
and with absolute justice and impartiality.
·

Colton'• Elementary Phy,iolowy
Conforms in all respects to the most advaacec
ideas in prei<entiag the fundame ntal principle,
of Physiology and Hygiene to school children

Thomp,on ',New Short Cour,e in Drawin,
Bmbodies the latest and most practical meth
ods of in•truction for elementary grade•. Pop
ular and successful. Adopted by five States.

Shaw'• Elementary &olieepin11
A course in single entry bookkeeping, will
many easy examples. A common sense te.1:
book that assures satisfactory results.

Descriptive circulars and catalogues free on request. Send for H eath's PedagoJical Catalogue,
Modern I,,anruage Catalogue, I,,1st of Home and School Class1cs, I,,isl of P;ughsh Classics, etc.

D. C. HEATH &
BOSTON
120 BOYLSTON ST.

Nl!W YORK
225 l"OUftTH A\ e:.

CO.~ PUBLISHERS
CHICAGO

378 WAIIASH Ave:.

LONDON
15 YOIIK S·

r.
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Ware resigns to attend school again.) son hustlers, Much honor goea to
Four new "model school" teachers you, old Mason, also.
have been aelected.
And Wayne. Here was a surprlae.
We open school In September with Wayne has lagged, heretofore, far betwo more regular teachers in the nor- hind several other counties, though a
mal and academic department than neighbor to Cabell, the home county.
we have ever opened with before, This past year she made the remarkone more in the model department; able jump from 13 In 1903-'04 to 33
two more In the music department, in 1904-'06. Wayne, sturdy old Wayne
and one more In the art department, you have certainly awoke, and glad
alx more than we have ever opened we are, for you send some ftne boy•
with, before.
and girls.
This means relief In many ways,
to the faculty and to the students.
All of the 36 counties edtolled for
1903-'04 returned delegations except
Fayette led In enrollment for the Jefferson, and six sent delegates that
year, with 34, Wayn'8 followed with .had none here last year.
33, and Miason ranked third with 32.
All that had delegations here last
It was fortunate for both Fayette year, 1903-'04 Increased them for 1904and Wayne that the summer term '05 except Wood, Putnam, Nicholas,
was not counted In listing the num- Mingo, and Clay. Each of these fell
ber from each county, for Mason 8'8nt back some.
In five new ones for that term, makThose that made decided gains
ing her grand total a7, the most that were Jackson, 9 to ·16, Kanawha, 17
any county except Cabell has ever to 30, Lincoln, 12 to 17, Logan, 3 to
.rent In one year.
8, Raleigh, 16 to 24, Ritchie, 7 to 16,
Summers, 16 to 27, Tyler, 14 to 20,
But according to our way of reek- Wirt, 1 to 6 and Wyoming 1 to 7.
oping heretofore Fayette has won the Others made substantial gains but
honor, and here's the doffed hat to not so decided In per cent.
her splendid delegation, together with
Kanawha has made a showing, at
our hearty congratulations and our last, that Is creditable to her, but nevsincere gratitude to those loyal friends er before, and considering her popuwho helped to swell the ranks to 34. lation we ought to expect at least
When Fayette students return next 50 n ext year.
September they will ftnd that MarLincoln Is just getting a good start
shall has taken due notice of this hon- and we hope she will keep It ,up, for
or to old Fayette.
she sends good students.
Tyler with 20 coming about 176
But what shall we aay of Mason? miles, Greenbrier 18, coming about
Here too our very hearty congratula- 180 miles on an average, Monroe 24,
tlons to our neighbor county and our coming about 190 miles, Raleigh 24,
very kindest thanks to the good Ma- coming about 160 miles, Summers 27,
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coming about 150 mllee,
coming about 160 m1le1,
energy, hustle, "get up,"
and when they cet here
the• e quaUtiea.

I
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RttcllJe lli,
ID addition to the 41 countle1 ot
theae ahow West Virginia reprelftlnted there were
good stuff, 6 counties from V1rgln1-, 7 from Ohio,
they prove 3 from Pennsylvania and one each
from North Carolina, Kentucky, Musachuaetta, Indiana, Tennessee, and
Some countte• with ,mailer del• Georgia, 21 In all from other • tatee,
sat1on1, Tucker tor example, comtnc a grand total or 62 countle1 and 10
over 300 m1le1, and graduating two • tatea.
excellent young people In the Jut
few yeara,-thue too, merit 1pec1al
The campu1 11 remarkably beautimention.
ful th11 1ummer. The cannae, liberIndeed there la not one of tla9 ally planted th11 year, are growtns
counties represented that hu not beautifully, as are the trees, the crua
-been honored in aome way by moat and the ahrubbery, and the lawn tu
of her delegation. We hope to see • the rear ot the dormitory 11 kept
larger number from every one next clipped clo• almost halt way to
year and one or more from the U college avenue and from the gu
counties not repreaented the paat house to the hlgh terrace facing th9
:y11ar.
ball grounds, 11 richly planted with
cannae, and looka a1 beautiful now
The following are countle1 repre• as the front which la much prettier
aented during the aeaalon ot 1904-'0li: than ever before.
1. Barbour.
22. Monroe.
By requeat of many good people
2. Boone.
23. McDowell.
In the city the campus wu given up
S. Braxton.
24. Ntcbolaa.
to those who wished to observe the
4. Cabell.
26. Ohio.
4th ot July ID an old fashioned way.
6. Clay.
26. Plea•anta.
6. · Doddridge.
27. Pocahonta•. Thi• wa• very nicely and quietly
7. Fayettv.
done; but it opened the way to the
28. Preston.
rowdy u well aa to the nice people,
8. Gilmer.
29. Putnam.
and from noon till dark we had &
9. Greenbrier.
30. Raleigh.
maaa of the rowdy be• ldea the good
10. Hampshire.
31. Ritchie.
people, &Dd the former made u • re11. Harrison.
32. Roane.
pent many times giving up the
12. Jack•on.
33. Summer•.
ground• to the publlc 1ndlscr1mlnate13. Kanawha.
34. Tucker.
ly, a thing which we can never again
14. Lincoln.
36. Tyler.
consent to do. Sorry looking were
16. Logan.
36. Upshur.
•ome p&rt1 of the beautiful lawn•
16. Marlon.
37. Wayne.
afterwards.
17. Manh&ll.
38. Wetzel.
18. ~IOD.
39. Wirt.
19. Mercer.
40. Wood.
O. C. Chambers, '04, hu very late20. Mingo.
41. Wyoming.
ly taken unto himself a bride, l• the
21. Mouongalla
cheery newa that come• to ua juat
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before going to pre•••
.l earn the fortunate and
ladY's name: Our ver:,
wl• hea certainly go out

We did not
happ:, youq
ltlndeet good
to them.

We cannot but caution our atudent•
upon tb'8 decided advantage to them,
If they wish to teach, of taking th'8lr
German, two full year-. and a review
If they hue time; we could have local:ed three of our young men this
year at S76.00 per month In high
achools If th'IIY bad had their German. In saying this we are not em•
phaalzlng German over any other language, such as Latin, Greek, and
French. Learn French by all mean,,
both to read and to speak lt, whtle
here If you po&1lbly have time. It
ls not simply an accomplishment, a
rare, valuable, and beautiful accomplishment, but lt ls a nece&1lty lf one
ever hopes to become a thorou&h
1cholar.
Greek ls being introduced into nearly all first class high school• and
should be studied lf poBBlble for that
reason alone, to say nothing of the
admirable training and culture that
comes from • tudying th!• beautiful
language.
German and Latin are taught ln
practically all high schools, (Latin
ln all), hence the great Importance of
our students who wish high school
poeltlon11 looking well to all their
language work, especially th'lllr German and Latin.

Marshall BuslneH
neat work done on
for our • tudents.
don'8.

8'1

'
College
for the
the 1906 dlplomu
It wu beautlfull:,

Beginning with next year we • hall
ask permission of the state board to
aubmlt a special dealgn for Marah&ll
college diplomas. We have had an
engraving made f.or the music diplomas which give• them a dtstlnctlnly
Marshall college type. Ml111 Canterbury's was a very beautiful one.
Some rather radical changes are
taking place in the 1896 and 1899 aections of the school bulldlng1 now-adays, fixing them with a view to their
bettoer convenience when the new
building le done.
Twenty of tbe city teacher• of
Huntington are Marshall graduatN,
two of them ward prlnclpla1 at S76
per month, and two of them high
achoo! teacher• at S70 per month,
(the only two West Virginia teachen
In the high school.)

The following 11 the report of the
librarian for the •e11lon of 1904-'06.
Ul!eful Art• . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • ••• 18
Philology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 78
Philosophy .. . . . .... . .... . . .. . . 148
Religion .. . .. . . . . . .. ........ .. 183
Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 390
Fine Art• . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . . . 412
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 624
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. 1338
Both Vergie and Huey Freeland, General Works . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 1481
former students, have adopted nur• Literature . .... . . . . .. ...... . .. 2070
Ing a• their prof'8B1lon.
Total . .. . . . .... . . .. . .. .. .. . . 8800
Of these 6600 volumes tann out by
Thank• to Prof. Plummer of the
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doubly sure for the full year new
student by returning themlN!lve1.
WhUe not exactly new, they, as graduates, are accredited as such In
checking up the new students sent
by graduates.
M/lss Allen, senior for 1906-' 06, haa
Let us !fear from all.
already made good her duty as helper to the principal 110 far as full
The new catalogue la the large1t
year students are concerned; she will ever Issued from Marshall college,
enter her sister. They have already 144 pages besldea the cuts and covengaged rooms and come to the city. ers, 178 pages In all. The cuts were
She now has her "part year" new atu- made and printed, also the covers, by
dent to assure and then she has ful- E. A. Wright of Philadelphia, the catftlled her full duty.
alogue was printed by the Herald
Mr. Hamilton sends his brother aa Company of Huntington and bound
a full year and has others practically by the Advertiser of the same city.
assured.
It will not be distributed lndlscrlmlMlsses Cox, Crooks, Harshbarger, na.tely, as some schools do; on the
and Nichols, and Messrs. Davidson contrary it la Intended prlmarlly for
and Fitzgerald have made assurance those not acquainted with the school
members of the school for reading,
only 672, or a little more than 10
per cent was fiction. Few libraries
can show as clean and as full report
for the number of readers.

American Entomological Co.,
1040 DeKALB AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Dealers in ENTOMOLOGICAL SUPPLIES
Manufacturers of

INSECT CABINET, the Genuine and
Original SCHMITT INSECT BOXES.
American Entomological Company INSECT PINS.
Ll5f NO. 6 FOR 1905, PRICE 10 CENTS. For Patrons No Charge.
Respectfully Yours,

GEO. FRANCK, Manager.
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and who think of e ntering or sending
some one. Any student who geta one
should make It a point to have aa
many strangers as possible read It,
and should do his best to Interest
them In It. Considering both the coat
of the catalogue and the postage, It
wlll cost the school over 25 cents for
e very catalogue sent out. In order to
make it pay expenses there must he
about one new student for e very alx
catalogues sent out, six "one term"
students, or one full-year student for
every 18 catalogues sent out. We
shall more than double this number
of students 'h owever.
Mr. Garrison, class of 1902, stlll
beads the list of the Marshall graduates who have not yet finis hed their
A. B. or equivalent degrees, for promotion In salary and grade of work.
He has r ecently been elected to the
superintendency of the Slateravllle
schools at $1200 per year with 22 teachers under his supervision.
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all postals. The only place any trace
of where It was to come can be
found Is on the message side where
appear the words, "Dear Prof. Corbly."
Neither "Huntington," "Cabell county," "Marshall College," nor any other means of finding us was on the
card, except the words given. Somehow It came direct to us on the day
after written. Certainly our postal
system baa well nigh reached perfectlon. Now, If we could only reverie
this and send a postal with the address only, and the message could
be read even though not on the card,
what a saving of both labor and publicity to say nothing of postage.

Miss Emma Potts la a "much elected" alumna of Marshall. Last year
she was elected to one of the grade•
at Morgantown, later, by a few weeks
was chosen to the Grafton high
school, and this year waa elected to a
position In each of the three high
schools,-Grafton, Clarksburg, and
HunUngton. Miss Potts ought to pa11
We have a circular from a company theire around.
that deals especially In mathematical
Among the many vacation caller•
works, and are Impressed with the title of one of their new books, "Ele- at the college Mr. Allen, father of
ments of the Kinetics of a Point and student Bertha, Mr. Justice, father of
the Rational Mechanics of a Particle." the sister and brothers who werel
Clear e nough to the student of ad- students, Supta. Gallup of Morganvanced mechanics, but getting things town, Murray of Williamson, Foulk of
down to a "fine point" for the lay- Huntington, Hess of Slstersvllle, Burdette of Clarksburg, and Kimler of
man.
Ceredo, were among the especially
In today's mall, July 21, we re- welcome.
celved a postal from an office over
200 miles distant, on the "address"
The faculty of Marshall College aa
side of which poataJ was neither letter made up at thla wrltlng,-there are
mark, nor sign of any kind, except five assistants yet to be selected bethe printing that Uncle Sam puts on (ore the September openlng-repre-'
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countle•

and going up In every part of the cltJ,
score• of them, and labortnc men are
Muaachusetta 2, Ohio 2, Penuylva- bu• y everywhere.
nlt 1, Vlrglnla 1, and the remainder
from Weat Vlrclnla, the• e last com•
Contractor Davld•on of Parltenburs
lng from the following countle• of our
wu the • ucceuful bidder for erectlnf
atate: Cabell 3, Monoqalla 3, Monthe new collese bulldlnc. The line
roe 1, Morgan 1, Lewl• 1, Barbour 1,
blc beech on the we• t end of U.. ter•
Bummer• 1, Hancock 1, Greenbrier 1,
race e• cape• un• cathed. No treet1 are
Nlchola• 1, Mar• hall 1, Harrl•on 1,
Injured except a lombardy poplar.
and Tyler 1.

1ent1

the

followln&

• tates :

The bulldlnc commlttee for the new
The old College Hall glrla wlll hardly recognize the dining room when building are regent• Northcott and
they return, and the lawn on the col- Carr, and Principal L. J. Corbly.
lece avenue • lde hu been tran• formThere wm be •omethlnc adolnc at
ed till It la very prett:, Indeed.
Marshall durlnc the comln& •e • alon.
The little Green House that put on U wlll be the buale• t 1D the hi• tory
roller skate• last summer and rolled of the ·• chool and b:, far the moet In·
down on Uh Avenue Into a mud hole tere•Unc.
where It stood on brick stilt• for
Instead of having a recuiar chapmonths to keep lta lo1n1r extremlUe•
out of the wat:er, ha• put on a lain for the comlnc year, each mem"bran" new coat of live gray, trim· ber of the faculty wlll be a11lgned,
med In white, and now really look• In advance of the opening of • chool
respectable, Indeed we mlght 1a1 pret- In September, a certain number of
ty, even; but that atable B. W. of the chapel day• for the .: ,ear, and wlll
1t ts not only there yet but hu taken be held respon• lble for the character
11Dto Itself a "better ha1r•--. little of the exercl• e• on thoae days,-the
better only.
music • elections, the reading • elect•
Ions, the reading, the Invocation, the
Student• who wl• h to bring an old· prayer, and any other t.!ature that
er sl• ter or mother with them to do will add to the exercise•. BJ th!•
light housekeeping will not find • er- arrangement not only will Mr. Merelous difficulty In rentlng ault• of dith be greatly relleved, but each tearooms, we think, lf applied for aoon, cher will have plenty of notice to preand there l• no good reason why 60 pare for the chapel exercl1911 he or
famllle•, or part• of famllle•, 1hould she 111 to conduct. The pnrpo•e of
thla arrangement hi to make the
not do thl•.
chapel exerclae11 mON'l ln11tructlve bJ
Building keep• apace with Hunting- having 11peclat preparation ma«e for
ton enterprl•e • tlll. New hOUNe are each exerct•• •

I
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standing upon the honor of hi• profession and upon the dicnlty of Ilia
The most aerlous drawback to the merits, independent of side laauea,
achoola of West Virginia la a lack creed• and bellefa,
of education on the part of the vut
maJorlty of the teachers.
It muat be borne in mind that ••
are not crlUclalnc pollUcal parUea u
Nothing can more quickly and more such, nor churche• u auch; far, very
thoroughly disgust intelUgent men far from it. They have their place
with our state system of public in- in our social and political 171tem.
atructlon than Injecting politics into But they bave neither part nor lot Ill
It, and nothing can more surely or school affairs, nor can they put handa
more rapidly degrade It tn public es· on the • tate a11tem of education
teem or more effectually lower our without injuring It. It la a thing apart
educational standards.
from them, absolutely and eternally
ao. Masonry too, and Odd Fellowahlp
The board of education that calla etc., etc., seem to be a part of our
for, a Democrat, a Republlcan, a Ma- social system and are doing noble
son, an Odd Fellow, a Methodist, a work In •ome waye-we •omeUmee
Baptist and several other things or think secret socieUea are- overdon•
one or more of these and several oth• and tend to make men leu devoted
er things wtll get what they want. to the great maaa of needy humanity
No doubt about that; for there are which la not admitted to these orders
thousands of all theae and many other for this reason or that-Je•, noble
"requisites" that are thruating them- work tn many ways, but they mnt
eelvea Into the school• aa utterly for- keep handa off the public school 11•·
elgn elements. Yea, they wtll get tem from the country •chool to the
what thew aak for, for there ta no University. We speak aa a Muon and
lack In these llnea; but they wlll not as one who connected hlmaelf with a
get a teacher, for no true teacher la church tn his 'teens and belklTe• progotng to bellttle himself, degrade foundly In churchea u a part of our
hla profesalon, and degrade the school clvlllzatlon; we apeak alao u one
by riding Into an educational post- who keeps In very cloae toucll wttJt
Uon on a Republlcan, a Democrat, a the polltlcal moTement• of tht• ud of
Presbyterian, a Dunkard, a Masonic, other counttea, and u an bbaerTer of
or aome other means of transportation how many men make duncea of themforeign to sound educational theories, selves if not wreck•, by relyins too
Instead of walklng In like a man on fully upon the fortune• of polltfCI..
his merit• and under bis proper colWheneTer tht• happen• ft, jlellghta
ors.
the lnefllctent beacher, tor that ta 1tl•
Teacher• are hard to get; they are ODY hope. He can not •tand on ht•
acarce; but when you ftnd the real merits but mu•t reeort to other tacteacher JOU wtll know him by flla tic• to "get bold" and to ~old on."
SCHOOL,
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And what "Is more hurtful to any
•y1tem, whether a bu&in'811s, trade, or
profession, than to open the door as
wide to the Inefficient as to the emclent? If th'8 affairs of any succeseful business enterprise were conducted with the utter disregard for merit
that some of th'8 schools of West Virglnla show, it would fall surely and
1wlftly. But such are the views of
110me narrow, prejudiced, plckayunish persons, that to see any one who
hold• to different views on any sub•
ject from themselves holding a pub•
Ile position seems dreadful.
, The most serious ailment
inen Is narrowness of view,
charity for the opinions and
of others. With some men

of most
lack of
feelings
an hon-

est Republican or an efficient one
s,:,ems utterly unthinkable; with oth•
ere it is just as nearly an impossibll•
ity to think of an honest Democrat.
With others again no one but members of their own church can be quite
fully Christianized. With others 1Ull,
no one but members of their 1ecret
order Is quite good enough for any
public trust.
When will we all learn that other
men than ourselves have a right to
think, to believe, to differ, to expresa
themselves to earn a living, to support wife and children, to be themselves and not a copy of others. When
will we learn that one of tbe ftrst
principles of American civic life 11
the right to think for one's self. But

Medical College of Virginia.
CHRISTOPHER TOMPKINS, M. D., Dean.

Department• of Medicine, Dentiatry and Pharmacy.
THE SIXTY-EIGHTH SESSION WILL
COMMENCE SEPTEMBER 26, 1905

Honor System
Excellent Theoretical Course with Thorough Practical
and Clinical Instruction in the Memorial Hospital, City
Free Dispensary, and New and Well-Equipped Laboratories, atr under the exclusive control of the College,
together with the State Penitentiary Hospital, City
Almshouse Hospital and other Public Institutions .
FOR CATALOGUE, ADDRESS

Dr. F. M. Reade, Sec'y, Richmond, Va.
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the little fellows with little heads
and "littler" hearts will always be
among us as are the poor, and we
must seek to broaden them rather
than abuse them. Some men are
"little" because they do not know how
to grow; some because they have no
room for growth; some because they
are afraid to grow lest they grow
away from grandpa's beliefs and opinions ; some because they wish to do
what all other men do not do or do
not wish to do what normal men do.
Some men: are too contrary to live
etralgbt or lie still; they were born
on boomerang day. Some like to be
mean; we can't see why unless It ls
that they are born directly of him who
wanted the hungry One to turn stones
Into bread. This Is what most mean
men spend all their lives In doing
when even Je• us Christ did not essay
to do It.
We hear a great deal now-a-days
about the "uniform examinations."
Doubtless there are places In the law
which would be Improved ; but a bit
of reftectlon will make It clear to almost any right-minded person that
there ha• never before been any • uch
effective means for weeding out Inefficient teachers In this state as the
uniform examination. It may work
hardships; It will do so beyond doubt;
but already It has diminished tlhe
number of teachers, teachers have become scarce, and for the ftrst time In
the history of the state there Is a general sentiment In favor of better salaries and longer terms.
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be stolen or the examiners bribed
without fear of dlscovuy. Expensive
certificates always means, sooner or
later expensive teachers. The real
l'8acher, the educated, earnest, conscientious teacher, has at last some
means of def'8nse against the so-called
teacher, the cheap teacher, the tramp
teacher, the teacher who bas yet to
prove a single claim to the title of
teachcr,-and the number Is legion.
Another law has released hundreds of worthy teachers In this state
from th'8 tyranny of an Incompetent,
(In cases that we have known personally, drunken) county superintendents. In one Instance many came to
us and expressed a wish to get out
from home to school but assured us
that It would mean zero on the county
exam_lnatlon it they did not attend
the county superintendent's school.
The new law has tied the hands of
such officials and will, sooner or later,
drive them from the profession they
disgrace. Some West Virginia counties, many of them, have neV'8r b'8en
cursed with such situations as we describe. But actually awful have been
some cases we have Investigated.

No good county superintendent Is
paid enough, not half enough, but
anything Is too much for a bad one.
When he ran for 'his present office he
knew the law forbade his teaching,
hence why any hardships to be denied the privilege of teaching when
that was fully understood. Most of
our county superintendents gracefully and without thought of complaint
accepted the situation as the correct
Certificates are not 11.8 cheap a11 one ; a few taught and defied the authey were when the questions could thorities. Pretty example before the
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youths of a county when the head of
the educational system of the county defte• the law. This la teaching
obedience to law and authority by
example In a dreadful way.
On the whole the schools of the
state have begun to look upward,
and no pains should be spared to
throw around them and around the
real teachers every safeguard possible.
The editors vacation has proven
anything but an easy on'8. He has
written the catalogue, supervised the
printing of it In detall, read all proof
of the copy a second time, written the
Parthenon and solicited advertisements to help pay for It, answered, on
an average, ten letters per day by band
besides dictating twenty to thirty per
day to the stenographer, prepared for
and conducood one Institute and visited several otbers, served on the buildIng committee apolnted by the "state
board" to oversee the work on the
new building and see that It is done
according to contract (delightful
duty!), supervised the fteld work of
the school, engaged and supervised
in detail a number of repairs on the
buildings preparatory for opening
school with the "model department"
newly housed and additional teachers
provided for, prepared brief courses
In 11pelllng for the various classes next
year, and received, on an average,
ftve callers on business matters pertaining to acbool, per day, to say
naught of callers on other business.
And stlll some persons think It a
"eoft seat,"-that of a principal. Let
us warn the man ambitious to be-

come the head of a school whoae attendance la matter of bualne11• •
pendent upon the fteld ability of the
man at the head, that there 11 no
more slavish buslne•a ln all the realm
of profeBBlonal work lf he be a man
ambltloue to have the Institution • ucceed. He la not only tied down all
the year either In fact, or in anxiety
should he go away to re• t, but he l•
the cynosure of all the critic• agolnc,
la at the absolute mercy of a board
who may have no Interest In him under the sun except u he succeed•,
and then may ftnd more pleasure fa
criticising than ln commending.
We must accept our places with thl•
understanding, submit to It without
complaint, and work the !harder with
each advel'N comment.
Ah, this work of publlc • ervlce, thl•
living to educate the children and
youths of other parents, thla being In
the employ of the state, a thing with·
out a aoul or drop of sympathetic
blood, It la not all plea• ure, youn1
man. The state or the corporatlOD.
may pay you well but they can nenr
get near you or sympathize with you
or love you or thank you even, for
they live not; they are mere "things"
that exist. One year's service In the
employ of liberal, kind, true men who
own their bualne111 and do not try
nor wish to own you, I• worth ten In
the employ of the public; and OD.e
year in the 11'8rvlce of your own Independent bualne• s u owner, manager,
laborer la worth ten in the employ
of another, both to your material
comfort and to Y,Our Independent manhood. Let not salary or publlc applause, or glittering uniform draw you
from the soil you can call your owa,
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from the livelihood that la youra,
There are bundreda of gOOd men aa4
from the life that ls tree from cold women too, some parenta of thoae
alavery, till you have counted tha whom we have tried to teach, aome
coat.
entirely unconnected with public la·
stltutlons who can aympatbize wltll
and appreciate the etrorta ot thoee
Some men must serve in theae pub- who labor tor the public Sood, labor
lic places, and there fortune :bu cut on and complain not, no matter wla&t
the Jot of the editor ot thla periodical, the Ingratitude, complaint, relecUoll,
haa attracted him trom the whole- or other eipreHlona of aadDNa.
aomenesa &Dd happiness and lndepend•
ence ot farm Ute, haa taught him
These ob1ervatlon1 are u tar from
many bard leBBona be would fain tor- complaint aa our nature 1• from tile
1et and would pray tbat those dear to cynic. He who enters a certain fleld
him-and they now number thou- of work must take what be Inda, Im·
1&11ds-mJght never have to learn, bas prove the conditton• If he can, If Ile
made him a public servant ~ live, can't, complain not. We have • imply
and labor, and sulfer and enjoy for stated the altuatlon for the bellelt
othera, Even the hardness of such a of any of our readers who may hal'e
life has many beautiful return•, how- Imagined that public life baa muy
ever, with all Its coldne• a and slav- Joys and few cares. True some mea
ery. It the state or the corporaUon enter 1t and • tay In It with few cares,
haa no soul; If boards are appointed but they are the rare exception, have
to tee that public servants do and strong friends at court, are not very
do well, and not to sympathize and to ambitious and are not at the 11.'Nd
commend, there are, Heaven be of the department, lnatltutlon or di•
thanked, there are hundreds of young vision, according to what kind of pub•
men and women who have llatened to lie service It ls. The case of aubor41our humble advice ud drunk from nates Is vastly dltrerent-lt we are
the poor cup of knowledge and Infor- not mistaken, too dltrerent from
mation eitended them In claB•, whose that of the bead to be In the lntereat
livea and deeds and words reflect the of either. Their salaries and their_relittle good we gave, In a form multi· sponslbllltlea should be decidedly In·
plied a thouaand told, In their enlarg- creased In the ratio they bear to ~"
ed and beautiful and bettered Uvea. head.
Here 11 return tor a tbouaand years
ot 1lavl1h toll-return In the form of
HONOR ROLL
srateful young hearts and Uvea that
beam with gratitude and abound In
Spring Term Reporte, 1906.
bleaalDga of good wish and gOOd feelFirst Hono......-29.
ing. It paya, yea, IT PAYS to live for
Harry BoBSlnger 97.
auch, to live and aulfer that they may
Zuma Garrett 96%.
learn from ua what "to live" means
Howard JI:. White 961ift.
and then go forth to Increase the
Kate Burgeu 96.
amall number that really "llve."
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Texie Garrett 96.
Anna L. White 96.
Bertha Allen 94¾,.
Florence Whitaker 94¾.
Alva J . Fris t 94½.
Roscoe Lorenz 94 ½ Harold Carey 94 2-6.
Faith Gosling 94 2-6.
Maud Larew 94 1-3.
C. L. Broadwater 94 1-6.
O. J. Wells 94.
A. B. Koontz 93 4-6.
Ollie Anderson 93 2·6.
Wllford Mccutcheon 93 1-3.
Bertha Rhodes 93 1-6.
Martin Chapman 93.
Paul Morrow 93.
Anna Irvine 92 2·3.
Maude Brenneman 92½.
E. L. Lively 92 1·3.
P. T. Lilly 92.

Fannie Canterbury 91%.
Anna Doss 91½.
M. F. Smith 91 1-6.
Mary Donaldson 90 2-3.
First Honor students are those who
not only average 90 or more per cent
on all their studies, but do not tall below 90 on any one study.
•Second Hono..-37,
D. S. Adams 90¾,.
Fred Boone 90 2-6.
Anna B. Brown 90 6-7.
Lillian Cottman 90 2-6.
May Cokeley 91 4-6.
Grace Crawford 90 1-4.
Es the r Crooks 92 4-6.
Joe Davidson 90 2-7.
Talmage Davis 90.
Sidney Day 90.
Elizabeth Gllllsp!e 90 3-4.
Clarice George 90.

HAGAN JI
& co. 11

Tin, Slate and
Tile Roofing
~~

PLUMBERS
and

GAS FITTERS
HOT AIR FURNACE WORK.
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Dorothy George 90 1-2.
Gretta Gorrell 90.
H. D. Groves 93.
Charles Halstead 90 4-6.
0. L. Hamllton 90 6-6.
EBBle Harrah 91 1-6.
Roy Heck, 92 1-6.
G. C. Hedrick 90.
Jennie L. Hobbs 91 4-6.
Maude Holdren 90 2-6.
H. E . Hoover 92.
Grant Hoover 91 4-5.
Genevieve Larew 931,ii.
C. F. Lee 93 1-6.
Elsie Lilly 90 1-6.
Nellle Myer 92 1-3.
H. H. O'Neal 90 1-3.
Ethel Parker 90 1-4.
Olive Rhodes 91 2-6.
D. L. Salisbury 92 1-3.
Laman Shingleton 91 4-7.
H. S. Smith 90 1-4.
Mae Sulllvan 90.
Elizabeth Tomkles 92.
Ethel Waddell 94 3-4.
Second Honor students are tboae
who average 90 per cent or more but
fan below 90 on one or more subjects.

Lester Morrow.
C. 0. Dunn.
L. A. Edwards.
Eva Myer.
Stella Edwards.
S. F. McClung.
Anna Erwin.
Bessie Mxleoma•
Nellie Everett.
Ira McGinnis.
Eva Fling.
Frank McKay.
Bessie Gibson.
E . M Ogden.
Floyd Gilmore.
Olivia Ogden.
Ralph Gorren.
C. C. Henson.
Mamie Spangler.
Maud Holley.
H. D. Hively.
Aura Stevens.
J. H. Hundley.
T . C. Thomu.
Waldo Holley.
Elbert Tomkle1.
Byrdle Jacobson. Helen Tufts.
Kat-e Johnson.
Paul Wakefield.
Mabel Jones.
Kate Worsham.
Vergie Johnson. W. R. Wolverton
Isabel Kerr.
E. E. Young.
Bertha Rollyson. G. D. Welker.
G. W. Sharp.
Frances Webb.
Cora Shinn.
Eugene Webb.
Alma Simms.
W. A. Smith.
Lucien Blankenship
Cora Huntchlnson.
Sallle Humphreys.
Katherine Pemberton.
Minnie Gooderllam.
Third Honor students are tho•e
whose general average ls not below 80
Third Honor Roll-78.
and not up to 90, and who did not fall
below 80 on any study;
C. P. Hall.
J. R. Archer.
Sylvanus Harper
Fourth Honor Roll-134.
A. B. Abbott.
Pearl Adams.
Edward Love.
Cecelia Hensley.
Nellle Bing.
Junie Adkins.
Matle Marcum.
Vera Humphrey~ Hilda Kanod-e.
Sadie Alvis.
Lella Martin.
Pearl Callaway.
J . B. Koch.
Rhoda Arbuckle. Melvin Meredith
Cush Chambers. Thoe. Lambert.
Leland Bagby.
Sallie MIiler.
H. B. Lee.
Grace Clark.
Edgar Baker.
Stacie. Mlller.
Grace Leete.
Hallle Clark.
Leslie Mosley.
Samuel Barber.
Lulu Cllness.
Cecil Lllly.
Mary Berry.
C. W. }fuC!ung.
Roxie Lindsey.
May CllneSI.
Ave Marie Best
R. H. McCoy.
Hermia Marcum
Alberta Cox.
Elmer McDonald
Addle Beswick.
Nannie Marsh.
J . S. Craig.
Vida Miller.
Moses Bolarsky. Amos McGary.
E . W. Cunen.
Thos. McNeer.
Kate Boon.
Anna Mobus.
Cora Day.
Irene Bowles.
Clara Nichol•.
D. F. Moore.
Carron Deem.
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·Roy Breece.
B. G. Brown.
Ola BroWD.
Virginia Bryant.
L. F. Buck.
Shirley Callaway
Bruce Grimm.
Claude Grimm.
Claude Grimmett
Mattie Halley.
Vada Hambrick.
Cleora Hanger.
H. H. Harvey.
Leland Hayalip.
James Haworth.
Nyde Henaon.
Corda Hickel.
F. H. Hlrrlck.
Irene Hoke.
L. M. Holton.
Etbel Hutr.
Lucy Javlns.
w. C. Ju• Uce.
Wm. A. Carder.
lildna Carter.
.A.nna Chamber• .
Vernie Cha•e.
Phylll• Clark.
Lllllan Cobb.
Minnie Cobb.
Roll Cokely.
:mme Corbly.
J'annle Cotton,
Norma Cox.
J . B. Cullen.
Truda Cyru•.
I. L. Dadisman.
Do• b Daniel.
Dal•:, Dearing.
Bernice Deem.
lilrne• t Denny.
U. 8 . Dicken•.
L. W. Keith.
J. W. Lambert.
Robt. Larew.

Chas. Nash.
Paul Newman.
• Maggie Pence.
Sadie Dixon.
Carrie Dudley.
Virginia Dunn.
Cora Edwards.
Susie Edwards.
T. E . Evans.
Georgia Evans.
Chas. W. Ferrell
Ruby Ferris.
Rachel Fields.
E. E. Fisher.
Thoe. Fitzgerald.
Effie Fleshman.
St. Elmo Fox.
Jennie Frist.
W. W. Furnell.
Claude Gautier.
Earl Gerlach.
Philip Gibson.
Maude Gill.
Either Gilmore.
J. B. Peters.
Mamie Peter• .
Lura Ramsey.
Mary Reece.
Oma Richmond.
Winton Riffe.
Shirley Robinson
Boyd Sharitz.
Garnet Sliger.
Hazel Smith.
Worthy Starkey.
B. P. Tomklea.
H. P. Tomkins.
W. T. Vass.
L. W. Wells.
Janie R. White.
D. E. Wiles.
Maude Wilson.
W. R. Goff.
Jame• Gotahall.
Frank Graa•.

Grace Lee.
Lucy Wllaon.
Lucile Lewla.
Fannie Wy• or.
Lina Hutchinson Mary A. Youi:ui:.
H. M. Wolverton.
Lura M. Gardner.
Stannard Van Vleck.
Cyrua Van Bibber.
Francea. Tomklea.
Mamie Dougherty.
Lawrence Cokeley.
Marlon Huntington.
Florence Holllday.
Maude Har• hbarger.
Gertrude Calllaon.
Pinkie Bl~ken• bip.
Fourth Honor atudenta are tboae
who made a general average ot 80
per cent but fell below 80 on one
or more atudlea.

Kate ~Ufl'8H and Either Crook•
made 100 per cent on Botany, and
Howard lil. White and J . 8 . Craig ~d•
100 per cent on Mental Arlthemetlo.

'-

There were many more on the hoa•
or rolls than for either the fall or the
winter term, but there . were alao
many more who fell below the four
honor roll•, and aeveral wbo failed,
but fewer than for tbe fall term.
On the whole the work for tbe
spring term wu above tbe av-erac•
for any other term or the year.
Harry Bo11lnpr ot Cabell COUlltY,
Maud Larew of Monroe, Ro•coe Lorenz of Tyler, Mary Donaldson of ca,
bell, and Florence Whitaker of Penuaylvanla, are the only ouea-flv• In
all,-who remained ID tbe J'lrat Houor ll1t all the year.

Marshal) F oot Ba11 Squad

l

Marshall Basket Ball 'fea111 with their Chaperone

Marshall Base Ball Team
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Faith Goaling, Texle Garrett, Zu- and Clay folloW'8d third with 2 each,
ma Garrett, and Ollle Anderson came and no other had more than 1.
Into the First Honor list for the winter term and held thefr place• tn tt
In the Second Honora Cabell and
the rest of the year.
Tyler led with 6 each, Rltchte and
Summers stood second with 4 each,
Nln'8 of the 20 Flrat Honors for the Fayette and Kanawha ranked third
winter term held their place• througih with 3 each, Monroe followed with 2,
the spring term.
and none other had onr one.
Of the Flr• t Honors for the spring
term Cabell had 2, Wayne 2, Greenbrier 1, Tyler 3, Kanawha 3, Fayette
6, Monroe 1, Ritchie 1, Wirt 1, Clay
2, Pocahontas 1, McDowell 1, Mercer
1, Doddridge 1, Nicholas 1, Pennsylvania 1, Texa• 1, and Ohio 1. 13 of
the 29 were young men, 18 young
women. A gentleman led them, a
lady stood second, a gentleman third,
and from there down they were well
distributed as to sex.

In Ftrat and Second Honors,-whlch
are the "90 average·· honora,-Fa:,ette
and Tyler l'8d with 8 each, Cabell
stood second with 7, and Kanawha
third with 6.
AWARDS

1. Senion 1904-'05.

The Crumrine Prtze,-muB4c,-tU
was won by Ml11 Kate Burge&1 of
A gentleman Jed the school for the Mpngomery county, Ohio, and Addle
year and took the grade prize; but Beswick of this city. These two young
ladles ranked irecond, thlrd, fourth, ladl'8s tied and received $7.00 each.
and fifth, and a lady took the "attend•
ance and Grade Prize Combined,"
Mies Pearl Callaway of Raleigh
that ts, the prize ottered for the high- county won the "Attendance Prize"
est grade for the :,ear, wtth perfect given by the principal, $5.00.
attendance.
Harry Bosslnger won the "Grade
Of the 37 "Second Honors" 17 were Prize" offeretl by the principal, $6.00,
young men and 20 young ladles. Of his average per cent for the entire
these Cabell had 5, Monroe 2, Ra- year being 96 1-3 plu•. Ml11 IDthel
leigh 1, Greenbrier 1, Ritchie 4, Fay- Waddell of Cabell county was an unette 3, Jackson 1, Summer• 4, Pleu- comfortably clo•e eecond, Maud Laants 1, Nicholas 1, Tyler 5, Wirt 1, rew, of Monroe county, ranked third,
Mercer 1, Putnam 1, Kanawha 3, Vlr- Faith Gosling of J'ayette county,
glnta 1, Ohio 1, and Tennessee 1.
fourth, and GeneTleve Larew of Monroe ftfth, all averaging above 94 for
In the Fl.rat Honors Fayette county the '8ntlre year.
led wltb, 5, Kanawha and Tyler •tootl
• econd with 3 each, Cabell, Wayne, Roscoe Lorenz of Tyler county, won

I I
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the Greek Prize, $5.00 gold piece, of- them. They are fully satisfied wltb
fered by alumnus Albert Jordan.
the honors.
2. 8eNlon 1905-'otl.
H. B. Lee of Wirt county, won the
"Inter-Normal Oratory Prize," $25.00
The following award, will be offer•
In gold.
ed for the session of 1905-'06. Others
wlll be announced later.
The "Crumrine Prize," $15, tor exThe "Inter-Society Contest Prizes," cellence In playing the classics, piano,
$90.00 In all, were awarded aa fol- open only to students In the piano delows:
partment.
Virginian Literary Society; Miss
The "Beethoven Prize," $10 In gold,
Helen Tufts of Cabell county, won for the best examination, written or
the Recitation, $10.00, and Miss Mae oral In "History of Music and the BioSullivan of Cabell, won the Essay, graphy of Musicians," open only to
$15.00.
students of the music department, to
Eroaophlan Literary Society: Miss all divisions of It, piano, band, violin,
Fannie Canterbury of Kanawha coun- vole~. etc., etc., but-only to those takty, won the Plano contest, $5.00, H . Ing music the entire year, "full time."
B. Lee of Wirt county, won the OraThe "Mozart Prize," a handaom•
tlon, $20.00, and Messrs, I. L. Dadls- gold medal, to be awarded to the beat
man of Barbour county, and H. D. nil-round music student, attendance,
Groves of Nicholas county, won the punctuality, decorum, progreBII In
debate, $40.00.
music studies, application, practlci,,
Thus It will be seen that of the etc. This Is open to all department•
$144.00 In awards distributed among or music, but only to those taking
the students, $5 went to Raleigh music the 'entire year, "full time."
county, $5 to Kanawha, $5 to Tyler,
The "Inter-Soci'ety Contest Prize•,"
$7 to the state of Ohio, $20 to Nichol- Plano, $5.00, Recitation $10.00, Eaeay,
as county, $20 to Barbour, $37 to $15.00, Oration $20.00, Debate $40.
Cabell, and $45 to Wirt.
These awards go to the 11ocletle1 and
By states, $7 went to Ohio and $137 not to tbe Individuals winning them.
to West Virginia.
The "Attendance Prize," $5.00, to be
Those not familiar with the situ&- awarded the student whose attendtlon will note that the Literary So- ance record for the entire year 111
clety awards, $90, go to the societies best, that Is, the one who has mltBed
and not to the Individuals winning fewest r ecitations from the opening of
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the year, S-ept. 14, ·1904, till the closIng of the year In June, whose conduct
haa been entirely above reproach, and
who has not fallen below 76 per cent
on any subject and has averaged 80
per cent on all subjects studied for the
year.
The "Grade Prize," $6.00, to be awar·
ded to the student who makes the highest general average for the year 1906·
'06, whose conduct is abov-e question,
and whose attendance has been first
class, that is, there are to be no ab•
11ence1 from any class unlesa excused
by the principal.
The "Current History," or "General, Information Prize," $6.00, to be
awarded the student of the Current
History Seminary whose work for the
y-ear has been the most satisfactory
in this subject, whose attendance and
conduct for the year has been above
question, and who ranks highest in
the final examination on Current History.

NEW REGULATIONS OF INTEREST
TO STUDENTS.
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tardy or from which abs-ent will have
something to say about "causes."
"At the close of the first week of
school in September, or as soon thereafter as possible, the "Committee on
Graduation" will hand each member
of the senior class a. list of the studie9
and other work to be done by him during his senior year, which will be the
last notice he will receive concerning
this matter till two weeks before
commencement day."
"At th-e close of the fall term the
senior roll will be called in faculty
meeting, and any senior found so
much behind in his work that,. to make
it up, he would be obliged to violate
the rule of the state board, will be
notified at once that his name has
been dropped from the senior list."
"Two weeks before commencement
day the senior roll will be checked
up and any irregula.rity in credits wlll
be reported at once to him who 11
lacking and ten daya will be given for
clearing up the irregularity, and if
not done at the end of that time, hi•
name Is stricken from the Erenior roll."
The time has certainly come when,
instead of the committee on Graduatlon's having to "nag" after seniors
to keep them posted on their work,
the "nagging" would better come the
other way. Hereafter the class wlll
be left to look out for their own
bringing up of work, and if neglec~d.
they know In advance what the pen·
alty will be.

"Any student who shall be tardy
or abs·e nt without an excuse satlsfactory to the teacher to whose class he
bas been tardy, will be reported to
the principal, who may, at his dlscretlon, drop said student from school
unless satisfactory understanding can
be had with him concerning said case
of tardiness."
This regulalon has been passed be•
Juniors and seniors, indeed all stuc.a use of too many petty, and altogether Insufficient, causes given the hall dents for that matter, wlll do well to
teacher for absence. Hereafter the remember that the rule of the atate
teacher of the classes to which board regarding the number of atud-
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lea one may carry during his Junior
and irenlor year will be rigidly enforced. This rftle 11 as follows:
"No student will hereafter be permltted to carry more than five full
11tudle1, (26 recitations per week besldes his seminary work, music, art,
and other extra work,) during his junlor or senior year, except for one term,
and then only by th'8 unanimous consent of the faculty may he carry alx
full studies for one term only."
The only objection we have to the
rul'8 Is that six full studies should be
allowed at any time In the entire
course. Five ls too many to do first
class work. Four Is an abundance.
Slx, of course, might be allowed when
part of them are review work.

jest, (6 recitations per week), wUI
hereafter be known as a "unit," tnstead of a "course." Grammar 6, algebra 4, physic 2, etc., each con1tltutes a "unit."
No senior can enter upon hla aenior year's work with more than 16
"units" of regular work ahead of him
- 16 term's work, or what Is usually
known as "courses,"-and those ha••
Ing more than that need not reglater
in the senior class, for more than 16
units In tb<e senior year Is forbidden
by the rule of the state board. This
does not Include, as stated above,
such things as art, music, oratory,
seminary work, penmanship, orthography, and senior exe rcises.

Some students, Indeed a number of
A full term's work In any one sub- them, re fuse to heed tmt many aug-

The School that teaches Sadler Rowe Bookkeeping, Pitman
and Gregg Shorthand in the best and most up-to-date manner.
The demand for competent office help is greater than we can
supply. If you want to qualify yourself for a position write

Marshall Business College,
Cor. 3rd Ave. & 9th St.

Both Phonu.

Huntington, W. Va.
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geslons we make from the chapel
desk during the year that all atudenta • hould go to their clue offlcera
and have their credlta entered so the1
will know just what counea or unit•
they have yet to complete, hence just
how long It will take them to graduate. They wait till they get home
and then write the principal who does
not have the necessary data at hand,
a• the claBB officers have, hence he
Gnda It nearly lmposalble to make a
correct estimate.
From this year on there Is a "credit
committee" appointed by the prlnol•
pal, composed of MIBB Johnson and
Mr. Franklin, whose business It la to
attend to recording the standing of all
atudents so that the principal may
have before him at all times the exact standlug of every student who
applies to the committee for his ataud•
Ing, and every actudent should do this
the 11.rst month he la hare.
With the opening of the fall term
every student will be furnished a
book!IBt for thta purpose. Let every
ona see that It la uaed.
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In Indiana. The Parthenon extenda
moat kindly sympathies.
T. C. Thomas did not quite Gnlah
his summer 11esslo11 owing to lllneu
which necessitated his being taken to
the hospital.
Miss Emory led the summer . . .
slon In grades with the splendid average of 98. This 1s an exceptional
showing for one to make In our advanced studies, espeolally for her 11.rst
term here.
Miss Crumrine kept the piano de•
partment open during the term with
fine results, after which she went to
Chautauqua, N. Y., to atudy.

The young ladlea of College Hall
kept up th-elr Saturday evening receptlone to the gentlemen students
during the aummer term, to the declded pleasure of all. On the occaslon of the farewell reception the
young men "turned the tables" and
played hosts to the young ladles, furnishing the refreshments In superabun8UMMER 8E88l0N NOTES.
dance and serving them with excel•
lent taste In their nice white aprons.
The summer seselon was a decided The evening was an especially enjoyaucceas In every way. It promlaes to able one.
become one of the moat lnterestlq
1eaalon1 of the year.
Rolla Hamilton, en route home from
his select session for teachers In
Edward Love was called to the bed· Boone was a College Hall visitor on
aide of a very sick brother before the the occasion of the good-bye recepcloae of the term.
tloa.

Tennie was liberally Indulged In by
Mis• Fling was called home several
day1 before the clo1e of the term bJ the sum1Il1!r students. · Many of them
the very aad death of her brother, were surprised to 11.nd how dellghttul
who WH drowned while In bathing, a game It Is; and we ahall predict that
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very little graBB wlll grow on the ten- issue or the Parthenon, at least three
nis courts hereafter.
thousand will be read by those wha
are acquainted neither with the hi•·
There were 34 members In the Poole tory of nor with the work that Is beclub (called the Id,eal club) during Ing done at, Marshall College. It la
this term.
for such that the following Items of
Information are submitted.
Miss Lederer class of 1901, came
1. Marshall College was establishwith a bevy of Interesting young lad- ed as a private school In the year
les from Mason, among whom was 1837, hence is sixty-eight years old,
Miss Anna Lewie, daughter or ex- the oldest school In West Virginia
State Superintendent Lewis, and took that continues to exist on the spot on
charge or the library tor the term which it was first established.
and carried some work besides.
2. The school was establish ed aa
a private lnsitutlon, known a• .,Mar- ·
Everything considered the summer shall Academy" under which name It
term was an exceptionally pleasant continued till 1858 when It was made
and profitable one.
a college and the name waa changed
to "Marshall College."
FOR STRANGERS.
I
3. It was named for Chief Justice
Of the five thousand copies or this John Marshall, of Virginia, for many

Marshall Business College
The beat and moat up to date course• of lnatructlon.
Recognised among educators as being thoroughly educational.

Cour• 011 aa clleap aa can b e found In the country to be conai1tent with llrat clasa work.
Thoroughness la our mot to, and the buatneBB men are recocnl11Dg thla f~t-Booka, board, tuition and room-rent for atx month•
for ,98.00.
Expext accounting.

Offi ce trained help.

Write u • or see us before going elsewhere.

Marshall Business College,
Cor. 3rd Ave. & 9th St.

Both Phonu.

Huntint1ton, W. Va.
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yeara the Chief Juatlce of the Su•
preme Court of the United Statea.
•· Excepting the State Unlveralty
Marshall College la the largest school
In West Virginia, and bids fair to surpa• a that Institution In numbers.
6. It has the finest school grolllldl
In the state and the most valuable,
alxteen acrea In the center of the
city of Huntington.
6. In 1867 Marshall College was
made the State Normal School of W.
Virginia, the bill providing that the
1chool should retain the name "Mar• hall College."
7. Later five "branches" of Marshall College were established at the
following points: Fairmont, Concord
Church (now Athens), We st Liberty,
Shepherdstown, and Glenville.
8. In 1871 the state, by a constl·
tutional amendment, decided that no
more " branch" normal schools should
be established.
9. When, In 186?, the trustees of
Marshall College transferred the property of the school to the state of w.
Virginia, they stipulated In the deed
that the prope rty should never be
used tor any other than school purposes, and that if It were, It should revert at once to the original owners.
10. No records of the enrollment of
the school, from 1837 to 1871 are avail•
able, and none from 1878 to 1887.
(If any one can furnish the writer,
L. J. Corbly, wlth catalogues cover•
Ing one or more of these yeara, or
can put blm on the trace of any, he
will esteem It as a great favor, and
would be ple&eed to pay nicely for the
catalogues covering the yeara referred to.)
The enrollment shown by catalogues

on file In the prlnclpal's office are H
follows:
Year.
Enrollment.
1871-'02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• 196
1876-'76 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97
1876-'77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 73
18771'78 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 137
1887-'88 .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . ..... 163
1888-'89 ....................... 172
1889-'90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 166
1890-'91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 163
1891-'92 . . . . . . . .
. ...... 183
1892-'93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......•... 132
1893·' 94 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • .152
1894·'95 · · · · · · · · · · • • • , · . , ..... 183
In the decade from 1896 to 1906 the
enrollment passed from 183 to 790.
11. In 1895 a business department,
known as "Marshall Business College"
was added to the school, which grew
to over two hundred students In the
years 1902-'03. At the close of that
school year, owing to the crowded
condition of Marshall College, the buslness department was discontinued
entirely, and "Marshall Business College" became a distinct and separate
school, with rooms down In he bualness center or the city a mile from
Marshall College, and with no connectlon or rela tion whatever with Marshall College.
We allude to tbla In detail becauH
a great many persons get the two In·
stltutlons mixed.
12. Since It was made a state lnstltutlon ln 1867 Marshall College bas
graduated 197 young men and 231
young women, a total of 428.
13. The school otrers now the following lines of work.
(1) A "Normal Course" Intended
especially for teacher, and those expectlng to tea.ch.
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(2) An "Academic Coune," Intended for thoae who wlah to flt themselve1 for entering high grade universities, law echoole, dental echoole, medical echoole, engineering echoole,
schools of architecture, etc., etc., and
for those who wlell a good general education.
(3) "Music Courses," Intended for
those who wish to study piano, organ,
voice (vocal music), violin, mandolin,
guitar, and band Instruments. There
are 9 pianos, 2 organs, one practice
clavier, and 16 new band Instruments
belonging to the school for the use of
the students of music.
(4) Course• In Oratory (Elocution)
and Physical Culture, intended for
thoae Interested In these llnea of
work.
(6) Couraes In Art, Intended for
those who wish to study "Drawing"
with a view to making architects, engineers, mechanics, or teacbera or
themselves, Intended also for those
who wish to atudy "Painting," "Water
Coloring," "Clay Modeling," "Crayon
Work," "Design Making," etc.
The enrollment In the various coursea enumerated above, laet year, was
aa follows:
Normal and Academic ............ 707
Music .. . ........ ........•.• . ... 192
Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••••... . 66
Oratory and Physical Culture . .... 38

14. There Is now a "Model department" covering all the eight. gradea
of the public achoo! courae, known u
the "Teachers Training Department."
This department le under a superintendent at a salary of ,1600 per Jear,
under whose supervision all graduate• or the nomal department are required to teach In the "Model • chool"
at least three month• before receiving their diplomas. Thu• It will be
eeen that Marshall College turn• out
no graduates from the normal department till their ability to teach has
been t1ioroughl1 tested by teaching
children under the critical eye of the
superintendent ot this department. It
Is for this reason that our normal
graduates are being called for all over the state. Graduates from the Academic department, and from thlf
music, art, and oratory departments,
of course, are not required to do the
practice work In teaching a• are those
who graduate from the normal department and expect to teach after they
graduate. Only graduates from the
normal courses are under thle requlrement.
16. West Virginia students are admltted to the normal, the academic,
and the model departments tree of
tuition, they paying only an "enroll-·
ment fee."
Tuition la charged for admission to
the art, the oratory or elocution, and

lf yuu want to eliminate alt element• of c hance or uncertainty when you buy school furniture in•
s is l upou that made by The A, R, Audr-,w• Co., Chicago. All Am-,rica knows of the hig h quality of

Andrews School Furniture ~~:£!0Jft'::T:!:J:/~

The A.H. ANDltRWS CO., of Chicago, ,...,.., awarded Grand Prise at St. Louie £xpaaition.
Tht, highest awaTd giv-,u-Oaalit.,, ie tloe Beet Policy. A ndrt,w• School F urniturt, has q ua lity,
and its quality has mad-, It famou• lhro u g bout Amt,ric•. If )OU need school furnituTt, or •upplit,s
of any kiod Id us know llDd ,..., will makt, an .,,timat-, ou sam-,.
AGENTS WANTED

The A. H. Andrew• Co.,

114-116 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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tbe mualc departments, see pagea 69
to 73 in our large catalogue.
16. Students from otber states pay
tuition to enter any department, see
pages 73 to 76 in our large catalogue.
17. The age requirement for adml• slon to the various departments of
Marshall College are as follows:
1. Art, no age limit.
2. Oratory, no age limit.
3. Music, no age limit.
4. Normal and ) Girls 13 yeara
6. Academic ) Boys 14 years.
6. Model from 6 years up.
18. No person la admitted to any
department without a letter of rec•
ommendation for gOOd moral charac•
ter and at least ordinary lntell1gence.
19. FormerlY. an "appointment"
• lgned by both the county a.nd the
state superintendent was required before one could ent"er school here.
That la no longer required.
All that we ask la that a student
brlng a letter of recommendation for
gOOd moral character, the letter to be
written by some gOOd citizen not related to him or her. Of course If the
prUlclpal or any member of the faculty la wen enough acquainted with a
new student to vouch for him or her,
that Is sufficient, or if any one else
on whom we can rely will come to us
or write ua and vouch for a atudent,
that covers the requirement.
20. The following counties sent
atudenta to Marehall College during
the se11lon of 1904-'06:
From Weat Virglnla:-Barbour,
Boone, Braxton, Cabell, Clay, Doddridge, Fayette, GIimore, Greenbrier,
Harrison, Hampshire, Jackson, Kanawha, Lincoln, Logan, Marlon, Marshall
Mason, Mercer, Mingo, Monongalia,
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Monroe, McDowell, Nicholu, Oblo,
Putnam, Pleasants, Pocabontu, Preeton, Raleigh, Ritchie, Roane, Sum.mere, Tucker, Tyler, Upshur, Wayne,
Wetzel, Wirt, Wood, and Wyomiq,
41 In all.
From Virginia: Norfolk, Bedford,
Giles, Albermarle and Appomattox,
6 In all.
From Ohio: Lawrence, Meigs, OalIla, Montgomery, Madison, Columbia,
and Washington, 7 In all.
From North Carolina, one county.
From Kentucky, one county.
From Pennaylvanla, three counUea.
From Mauachuaetta, one county.
From Indiana, one county.
From Tenneaaee, one county.
From Georgia, one county.
Total number of states represented
10.

Total number of counties represented, 62.
21. The school has lta own bookstore and furnishes both new and second-hand books at loweat. possible
prices. When a student la done with
a book which Is still uaed In the
school, that Is, the same kind of booll:,
he may leave It at the book-atore,
where It is sold for Its value and the
amount received therefor Is turned
over to him.
22. The school year, or seHIOD, ta
divided Into three terms; The Fall
Term, extending from the September
opening to the Christmas holldaya.
The Winter Term, extending from
the opening after New Year t111 the
end. of the third week of March.
The Spring Term, extending from
the close of the winter term to 10me
time In June.
There It also a 4th or aummer term,
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extending from the close of the aprlng

The Summer Term, TuHday, June

term to the middle of July. Thia 5, '06.
term Is taught by members of the reg26. The school bulldln11 are UOi:
ular faculty but as no appropriation• 400 feet, and cost $140,000.
are made for It by the state, a tuition
College Hall, the boarding hall tor
of $6.00 l1 charged all students.
ladles, with Its furniture and equip•
23. Board can be secured at the ment, cost $60,000.
following rates and In the following
The total value of the school propways:
erty of Marshal) College Is $263,000.
In clubs, pe r month, $9.00 to $10.00.
26. The school library contain•
In private families, $11.00 to $13.00. 6,000 volumes, valued at $10,000.
In College Hall, $11.30 to $11.60.
27. The faculty ls composed of 28
24. · The Fall Term, 19o6, opens on teachers, divided as follows:
Tue1day, September 6,.
Normal and academic 16.
Music 6.
The Winter Term opens Wednesda:,
Model
department 4.
January 3, '06.
Orator:,
1.
The Spring Term, Tuesday, March
Art 2.

20, '06.

THE OLD RELIABLE CONCERN

The

A. H. Andrews Co.
OF CHICAGO.

Were the pioneers in the manufacture of improved school furniture.
For 40 years their furniture bas led all others and still continues
to do so. If in need of

SCHOOL FURNITURE
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

OR

WRITE AND ASK FOR CATALOGUE 41

THE A.H. ANDREWS CO., 174 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
A GENTS WANTED. Special indu(:ement• to teo(:h•r•.
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Elements of Geography
Grammar School Geography
Scientific, practical , superior in method, and at t ractive
in form, these geographies are all that one would expect in
books which have heen characterizerl as the best lieogn,phies
in t he American schools or in any other schools.
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THE MOTHER TONGUE
KITTRE D GE & ARNOLD

A definite return to the simple and natural methods followed by every child in acquiring ability to speak, to read, and
to write correctly his nati,·e language. The books are design ed
to lead children into an appreciation and enjoyment of good
English, to h elp them in forming habits of correct t hinking
and writing, and to teach them the methods of grammar.

Montgomery's Histories
B Y DAVID H . MONTGOMERY
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Characterized by their careful and consistent sch olarsh ip ,
their attractive style, and their equipment of those aids t o
study which are essential to a good text book. Montgomery's
Histories are u nquestionably t he most popular work in their
respective subjects.
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In addition to their work In hlgll
schools, academies, normal schools, and
seminaries. these teachers were educa.led In the following higher lnstltuUons: West Virginia University, Ailegheny College, Georgetown University
Dennison University, Emory, and Henry College, Emerson College or Oratory, Berlin University, (German)
Halle Uunlverslty (German), Colby
University, Leland Stanford Unlversl·
ty, Delaware University, Chicago Univarsity, Cornell University, New England Conservatory ot Music, The Un·
iversity School of Music, and the Cincinnati College of Music.
28. Huntington Is a city of 17,000
population, Is situated on the Ohio

river, i1 reached directly by four railroads, the B. & 0., the C. &: 0., tlle
G. V., and the C. I., the Jut named
an electric road which passe1 tmmedlately in front of the college sate,
a great convenience to 1tudent1. Beaides these four roads the N. 41: W.
may be named a.a a fifth, as 1t crosae1
the river only eight mllea below the
city and has Immediate connection•
with th.ree other roads for reachtns
Huntington.
Those wishing fuller lotormatlou
about Marshall College will pleue
drop us a card asking for our large
catalogue, (178 pages), In which full
detalls on all matters relating to the
• chool are given.

Kindergarten Suppliea

'~

Song Books, Pictures, Story Books.

School Suppliea
Papers, Rules, Crayons, Pencils.

Drawing Materials
Water Colors, Brushes, Papers, Japanese
Prints, Models, Penny Pictures, Framelets

'" Primary Busy Work
Stencils, Word Builders, Blocks for Counting, Lang uage Cards.

Material and Books
For Basketry and Manual Training.

Milton Bradley Co.
1215-17 Arch St.

Philadelphia.

"
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OF IMPORT_A NCE

GOING TO SCHOOL: A few years at the head of a school of a few
hundred students gives one a deeper Insight into the aimlessness, the lack
of well-defined purpose, the meaninglessness, the drl!tlng tendency, the
lack of persistence, the helplessness, the good-for-little, and, In too many
cases, the good-for-nothlngneN of a large per cent of young people, It is
truly dreadful to observe and to reflect upon these things. It is no wonder there are b<reses In our city, county, state and national poltical campaigns, in social competition, In business enterprise, In almost all depart-

ments of llfu. To contemplate the sl tuatlon one can not ,h elp excusing
monopolies, trust magnates, princes of finance, and bosses great and bosses
small to a large degree. All these are but the natural outgrowth of a condition. There could be no bosses if there were not hundreds, thousands,
mllUons who prefer to be bossed, or who cannot help themselves because
they have carelessly, If not criminally, let their opportunities for meeting
and crushing the bosses pass. What can we expect but bosses In all Jin'!!s
of work and In all situations so long as but a handful of our young people
show any purpose In life, any genuine back bone, any real manly spirit of
lndlvlduality, personallty or Independence? A pretty mess we'd have of It
In some situations 1f we had no bosses; at the helm they are better than
blubber back-bone, for all bosses have some well-defined purpose. They
are not drifters, but pushers, pullers, leaders, men of ability of some kind
and are willing to try to use It lndepend'8ntly.
When boys and girls enter school they ought at least to have purpose
enough to sltck to it a year, if not tliroughout the course; but very many
of them have so llttle purpose that they drift out, or drop out, or fizzle out,
or fall out, or are run out as drones by the working bees even before a
single term -bas closed. They frame a thousand excuses so thin that the
principal feels ashamed for them when they mention them, and wishes for
their sake, they had gone without m-entloning th,em. They are to be pitted
and we do pity them, but that does not help them; It only encourages their
purposelessness.
How r efreshing to turn from that class to the boy_or girl with snap,
vigor, pueh, earnestn,ess, ambition, manly, womanly aspirations and purposes.
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The promising youth often comes from the poorer home, but he comes
clean, pure, manly, with a purpos e. When will boys and glrl11 all learn
the d,eep, eternal significance of school going? Not till more parent, learn
It and teach It to them.
It ls aatoundlng how many paren ts there are who are disposed to treat
11chool-golng as a kind of convelenc e which can be dispensed with under
the slightest provocation; one day, two days, a. week, a month, even a
term, at a time, jus t as the whims ofa spoiled child, or the solicitude of an
over-Indulgent parent, or the weather, or last night's party, or the next
week's wedding, or the coming of a vis itor ; this Is the Idea the child get.a
In 110m,e homes of the meaning of school going, and he or ahe 11 better at
home and the school la better without such. "My boy wants to get a 'Job'
for a while," says one. Yes, parent , you are getting him a "Job" you'll
never cease to repent of by this very unparentllke Indifference to his ed•
ucatlon. And who Is to blame ? What can a parent expect but his chfld'1
failure at school w)l en be makes hi s attendance purely a matter of child•
lsh whims ? Children, and grown people, too, always fall at whatever they
undertake if they make It a secondary matler. Success ls not made of sec•
ondary efforts, but of one's very bes t and constant e lfor ts. Every boy and
every girl 's education must be a failure when they fall to give It their consta.nt and most diligent a ttention and effort. If ever there was a bualneH
that required one's whole attention that buslne• s la school-going, and the
sooner parents learn this the better for their children,
A balf-lnch of snow will often keep a big, rugged girl or a swarthy muscular boy at home only a block or two from school when twelve Inches of snow
does not Interfere with more delicate children ten blocks away. What a
difference It makes as to who the parent Is, and the student stuff out of
which one Is made!

Only Impossibilities should keep y oung people from school. Only lmpoa•
slbllltle s do keep the right kind of students at home, or Induce parent, to
k'8ep them.
Parents and young people alike, should see to it well that thel"9 ti.
no fooling, no delaying, n o t rifling with this matte r of school-going. Nine
montha of the year should be given to It, nine months of twenty day• each.
till It Is completed, and It ls not completed t!IJ a goodly share of It Is the
portion of every American youth.
If one goes to school or Is sent to school let h1m go every day; go for
every recitation. Absence from even one reclta.tlon per week, Is eo much
ether-or chloroform that benumbs the school Interest and seriously atrect•
the school life of any child or student.
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New Calrlwell Building, near Florentine Hotel, prepares young persons of both sexes for positions in
business offices, then places them without extra
charge. Our charges for tuition and books are
less than at other schools with equal advantages.

This is the ''Ripley School''
And under this slogan we positively lead.
Other
GOOD business schools MUST follow our pace, and
some do.
Nearly TWO HUNDRED new pupils
have enrolled this year since enterin~ our new
building. They follow us because we furnish the
best facilities, the best teachers, and the leading
systems, regardless of the expense to us, and still
make tuition rates less for the pupil- hard for us,
but good for the pupil.
A rlepartment of Telegraphy has been added
to our school. A graduate of the Morse School,
Cincinnati, has charge of it. New instruments and

r
t

switchboard have been put in.
Write to us for full information regarding our
Business, Shorthand and Typewriting or Telegraphy courses.
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Huntington Business College ~
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I SCHOOL
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LIBRARIES i

We are Headquarter•~~ For School Librariea

.
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WRITE FOR SPECIAL CATALOG
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Robert.on'• Geographic-Hiatorical Serie•

i

~

:

Consists of 48 maps, 2¼' feet wide by SJ( feet long . It is the
only complete work on the market which correlates the subjects
of Geography and History. (E11dorsed by all educators.)
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I• Twentieth Century Arithmetical Serie•
i

I
I
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By Selim H. Peabody, Ph.D., L. L. D. It introduces the Object
Method as applied to the entire subject of Practical Arithmetic.

;
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By Lennie Striker. Combining the Word and Sentence Method
with Phonetics.

Union Geographical Mapa

I
I

Ten Volumes, half Morocco binding.
tains 1900 Census.

Copyrighted 1002. Con-
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UNION GLOBES

!

UNION

I' =======================
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

BOOKS

FURNITURE

U\ I!: Rl!:PRl!:Sl!:NTATIVl!:S WANTl!:D IN ALL Sl!:CTI0NS.

I

J

WRITI!: 1'"01'1 PRICES,

Tl!:l'IMS AND O1!:SCRIPTIVI!: MATTl!:111.

~

==========================
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Union School Furnishing ~o.

211-213 Eaat Madiaon St.
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Chicago, lllinoia.
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RECORDS .,,

SECTIONAL BOOKCASES
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Americanized Encyclopedia Britannica
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Just issued from the press.
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Progrenive Reading and Writing Seriu
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"TO TEACI-IERS •••••
CJ The text-books published by the American
Book Company include over three thousand titles,
and form by far the most complete and valuable collection of school and college text-books ever issued.
CJ Its large editorial staff is constantly engaged
in supervising the publication of new books which.
have been written by eminent authors. During the
past five years this Company has issued nearly 400
new text-books, in addition to copy books, bookkeeping forms, etc. To this list there will constantly
be added other books which will be prepared especially to meet such requirements of teachers as may
arise.
CJ Price Lists, Circulars, and lllustrated Descripth·e Catalogues of Common School, High School,
and College Text-Books will be gladly 5!'llt to any
address on request. Correspondence from teachers is
cordi<illy invited, and will always receive prompt and
careful attention.

American Book Company,
~ Washington Square
j1

NE;W YORK

800 Pike Street
CINCINNATI

621-631 \Vabash Avenue
CHICAGO

~
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TheFirst National Bank,
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Capital,
Surplus and Profits,
Deposits Over
We cordially invite correspondence or
new business.

$200,000
175,000
1,200,000
'1,11

interview looking to

We believe we can serve you well,

J. L.! Caldwell, President.
Geo. F. Miller, V. Prest , & Cashier.
M. J. Ferguaon, Au't Cashier.

A

GOOD JOB .....

Have you a job?
Is it a pa yin~ one?
Are you gettmg any more than yout board and clothes?
\Vouhl you like to make a little extra money? Perhaps if you are a
young man or young woman you will want to go to school and the extra
money will come in bandy.
It is not always easy to fall into a good job, especially for a short
time.
If you want something paying; something that requires very little
capital, and tbat you can begm when you want to and quit when you.get
ready 1 we recommend the picture bu6iness.
Some of the best known professional and business men in West Virginia started with us selling picturee and frames.
If you are interested write to us for catalogue, and we will guarantee
that if you will put just as much time and thougllt on taking _picture orders •
as you would on any othet occupation, you will get two or three times the
returns.
A great many people handle pictures as a sort of side line, taking
orders of evenings and Saturdays, Sut>pose you try it, or better still suppose you devote all your time to the picture business for a w hi1e. lt will
pay you.

D. E. ABBOTT & COMPANY,
STATION A.

H UNTINGTON, W . VA.,

